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There has never been
a better time for it
As the largest supplier of Machine Tools into the UK market we can safely say
- there’s never been a better time to invest in new Machine Tools, thanks to
the Governments ‘Super Deduction Scheme’.
XYZ demos are available across the UK with all deliveries and commissioning
direct from UK stock.

ProtoTRAK

®

XYZ ProtoTRAK KMX Turret Mills
®

Touchscreen
Touchscreen

XYZ ProtoTRAK RMX Bed Mills
®

610 mm to 1,000 mm travel

762 mm to 1,500 mm travel

3 Models available.

4 Models available.

XYZ LR, XYZ HD and XYZ TCM VMCs

XYZ HS High Speed VMC

14 Models available.

1 Model available.

500 mm to 10,000 mm travel

12,000 or 15,000 rpm

To learn more please call 01823 674200
MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE UK SHOWROOMS: DEVON

NU

■ Proven quality & reliability with over 25,000
UK installations.
■ UK sales and service back-up.
■ Free initial CNC training.
■ Finance packages to suit.
■ Part exchange.

CLAIM 130% AGAINST
YOUR TAX BILL

■ Full warranty.
■ Extended warranties.
■ Nationwide service engineers.

Tax issues should always be
discussed with a qualified
accountant as individual
circumstances can vary.

■ Programming helplines.
■ Same day spares despatch.

XYZ ProTURN RLX Lathes
®

XYZ ProTURN RLX 780 Lathe
®

350 mm to 560 mm swing. Various bed lengths.

3 metre gap bad lathe with 780 mm swing and 160 mm spindle bore.

7 Models available.

1 Model available.

Call today to get the latest full
XYZ Product Catalogues
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Call 01823 674200
for the full 66 page
Catalogues, one for
Milling and one for
Turning.
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ProtoTRAK® Turret Mills.
ProtoTRAK® Bed Mills.
Vertical Machining Centres.
4+1 & 5 Axis Simultaneous VMCs.
Mobile Robotic Automation.
Manual Mills & Lathes.
Grinders.
Tooling & Accessories.

XYZ 4+1 and XYZ UMC-5X,

4+1 and 5 axis simultaneous UMC’s

2 Models available.

XYZ Turning Centres available with
Live Tooling and Y Axis
6 Models available inc’ Sub Spindle.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com

NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON. (HUDDERSFIELD & LIVINGSTON OPENING SOON).
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WITH EVERY NEW XYZ MACHINE TOOL YOU GET:

ProtoTRAK® Lathes.
Turning Centres.
XL Extra Large Lathes.
Oil Country Lathes.
Mobile Robotic Automation.
Manual Mills & Lathes.
Grinders.
Tooling & Accessories.

ALL IN U
K

STOCK

NOW

BE PART OF IT...
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SupaScan
up to 60% faster
workpiece set-up

SupaScan is an easy-to-use machine tool probing system capable of
workpiece scanning and exceptionally fast point measurement.
Powered by SPRINT™ technology, SupaScan is the fastest on-machine probing solution for workpiece set-up – up to
60% faster than traditional touch-trigger probes and ten times faster than manual methods. Surface condition and form
can also be monitored – greatly enhancing your on-machine inspection capability.

www.renishaw.com/supascan
Renishaw UK Sales Limited, New Mills, Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire, UK, GL12 8JR
© 2021 Renishaw plc. All rights reserved.

+44 (0)1453 524524 uk@renishaw.com
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MACH is nearly back
MACH is finally back at the Birmingham NEC in April this year after
four years away due to the Covid-19 pandemic and is welcomed
with open arms, with all parts of the supply chain keener than ever
to get back meeting and to do business face-to-face.
Since MACH was last held in 2018, new trends have evolved
and things have certainly changed, much of which will be reflected
at this year’s event as we start this exciting year ahead.
Manufacturing technology moves fast and times are changing with new cuttingedge CNC technology, CADCAM software, Industry 4.0 solutions, growth in additive
manufacturing, increasing use of automation and robotics, while sustainability is
right at the top of business strategies.
In this issue, our lead feature (page 10) has our first preview of MACH 2022 and
we look at what key themes will be discussed and hear from the key players at the
Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA), which is organising the event.
In our Machinery Interview (page 14), we speak to Citizen Machinery UK managing
director Edward James, getting his thoughts on how business has been, his outlook
for 2022 and what he sees as the main industry challenges.
We have a 2021 Review of the Year on page 18, where we round-up what the
biggest headlines were last year across the industry.
2022 is shaping up to be a busy 12 months for the industry with live trade shows
back. In this issue we also preview the eagerly-anticipated Southern Manufacturing
(page 20) in Farnborough (February) that is always a great start to the year.
We also review the additive manufacturing show Formnext (page 28) that featured
a live event in Frankfurt and digital events. The event in Frankfurt, Germany went
down a storm in the AM market, which continues to grow at pace.
In our quality & metrology feature (page 22), we talk to Stephen Graham,
Hexagon’s president of metrology and production, about HxGN Robotic Automation,
an innovative new platform launched to accelerate autonomous quality assurance
for Industry 4.0. We also round-up any new investments in the latest measurement
technology made by machine shops (page 26).
There is also a case study about how an on-machine probe from Renishaw (page
27) has increased productivity for a machine shop; while we also have features on
machining centres (page 30); punch, profile, bend, form (page 34); cleaning &
degreasing (page 38); and our usual 25 Years Ago page (page 42).
Enjoy reading the issue. Happy New Year.
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up
Following the company’s recent
period of growth and recruitment
drive, T W Ward CNC Machinery Ltd
(Ward CNC) has further enhanced
their sales network with the
appointment of Fraser Lovatt who
joins in the position of regional sales
manager for Scotland.
www.bit.ly/3EWHHUz
To ensure sustainability and efficient
distribution operations, Seco Tools
has opened a new fully automated
facility in Den Hoorn, Netherlands.
www.bit.ly/3ywsoj9
An open house held from 7-8
December 2021 at Hurco Europe’s
headquarters, showroom and
technical centre in High Wycombe
attracted 70 visitors representing
more than 30 companies from the
UK and Ireland. Orders valued at
£450,000 were taken over the two
days. www.bit.ly/3lZaC35
Confidence within the engineering
manufacturing sector continues to
grow and this is reflected by the
growing order book at XYZ
Machine Tools. Invoiced sales and
new orders for the first six months of
its financial year show a strong
recovery from the previous year and
are now at pre-pandemic levels of
2019. www.bit.ly/30qMqPr
Huddersfield-based Wayland
Additive has signed a partnership
agreement with HTL Co Japan Ltd,
which will see the latter operate as a
distribution partner of Wayland
Additive in Japan, South Korea and
Taiwan. www.bit.ly/3pUahQm

Rainford points to precision at MACH
At MACH 2022 from 4-8 April at
the Birmingham NEC, Rainford
Precision will introduce new
additions to its extensive product
portfolio with particular emphasis
on the MACH debut for its new
V-Series of small end mills from
Union Tool.
The company will be located on
Stand 573 in Hall 20, where it will
showcase the V-Series of square,
radius and ball nose end mills – a
complete line-up of high quality
precision end mills with 3mm
diameter shanks to cater for
machine shops undertaking the
challenges of small part machining.
With the shanks ground to an
h4 finish on specialist grinding
machines, Rainford Precision says
customers can be “assured of the
quality” of this new Union Tool
series. This level of precision also
improves machining performance
when undertaking high speed
machining with high end collets

Bentley Motors new, state-of-theart Engineering Test Centre has
commenced operations after
receiving official approval from
Britain’s Vehicle Certification Agency.
www.bit.ly/31P1uaw

Birmingham-based Tooling 2000 is
celebrating 25 years in business
with a six-figure investment in new
machinery. www.bit.ly/3IKORxE
The Herefordshire &
Worcestershire Group Training
Association (HWGTA) has
recognised the achievements of the

The use of industrial robots in factories around the world is
accelerating at a high rate: 126 robots per 10,000 employees is the
new average of global robot density in the manufacturing industries –
nearly double the number five years ago (2015: 66 units), according to
the 2021 World Robot Report by the International Federation of Robotics
(IFR). By regions, the average robot density in Asia/Australia is 134 units,
in Europe 123 units and in the Americas 111 units. The top 5 most
automated countries in the world are: South Korea, Singapore, Japan,
Germany, and Sweden. www.bit.ly/3rZxF1w

8

and shrink fit systems.
The V-Series is offered in three
variants, the VHLS, VHLRS and the
VHSLB which identifies the square,
radius and ball nosed options. The
solid carbide V-Series end mills
have been developed with Union
Tool’s Hardmax coating technology
to provide the perfect combination
of hardness, durability and heat
resistance for machining hard
materials from 40HRc to around
65HRc.
This hard-wearing coating
makes the V-Series suitable for

current Yamazaki Mazak apprentice
cohort, with as many as four
apprentices in receipt of Annual
Apprentice Awards.

cutting a wide range of materials
from carbon, alloy and prehardened steels through to hard
steel, heat resistant alloys and
much more.
Manufactured from a super
micro-grain carbide with a
30-degree helix, flat land and
optimised geometry that
demonstrates extreme resilience
when machining challenging
materials with very small tools.
Visitors to Rainford Precision’s
stand also have the opportunity to
view a wide selection of cutting tool
solutions from world-renowned
brands such as Union Tool, Louis
Bélet, Delmeco, Gloor, HOBE,
Osawa, DTS, Iwata and ATOM.
Experts from Rainford Precision
will also be on hand to discuss
ultra-precise machining solutions
from Kern, laser micro machining
from Lasea, as well as micro
waterjet machining technology from
Finepart.

vehicles and increase engineering
capability in the UK to meet Net
Zero commitment.
www.bit.ly/3DVXj9w

www.bit.ly/3IOo9En

Needham Group has selected PP
Control & Automation (PP C&A) as
The Hitachi-Alstom High Speed
its new manufacturing partner for
(HAH-S) 50/50 joint
the assembly of its N-Lase
venture has signed
range of products.
contracts with
High Speed Two
www.bit.ly/3dPCt1i
(HS2) to
design, build,
TÜV SÜD is investing
and maintain
£1.65m in a 1,800
the next
square metres fully
generation of
automated EMC and
Andy Hodgson
high speed trains
RF testing facility.
for HS2 Phase 1 as
www.bit.ly/3s5X9dG
part of the £1.97bn
contract.
The Manufacturing Technologies
Association (MTA) president Andy
www.bit.ly/3m69oDg
Hodgson has stepped down from
the role and as an MTA board
GKN Automotive has announced
member for personal reasons. Dave
its new Advanced Research
Burley, senior advisor to the board
Centre, has been created to
of NCMT and MTA vice-president has
develop next-generation eDrive
stepped in. www.bit.ly/3m3FmQB
systems powering future electrified
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drove up input prices to the
greatest extent in the 30-year
survey history, according to the
latest seasonally adjusted IHS
Markit/CIPS Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI).
www.bit.ly/3dNDDtZ

Renishaw is opening applications
for a record 2022 intake of 96
graduates and 80 apprentices
across its Gloucestershire and South
Wales sites. It is also offering over
100 placement opportunities, a mix
of industrial and summer
placements.
www.bit.ly/3pV05Hp

Sheffield Forgemasters has signed
up as a Tier One Partner with the
University of Strathclyde’s Advanced
Forming Research Centre (AFRC),
part of the National Manufacturing
Institute Scotland.

Birmingham-based Grayson
Thermal Systems, a designer
and manufacturer of cooling
and HVAC products to the transport
sector, has sealed a string of new
contract wins that has seen it take
sales past pre-Covid levels.
www.bit.ly/3IHe3oG

Graham Lee has joined Iconsys, a
UK independent system integrator,
as business development manager
and will be using his knowledge of
automation and robot systems to
target a multi-million pound
opportunity.
www.bit.ly/3m6uqkW

Purpose-built
AAG has added the latest AXYZ
Metalworker routing/cutting system
to its burgeoning range of bespoke
machine options.
www.bit.ly/3pZb3eX

Industrial magnets
Elesa has introduced a new selection
of durable and reliable industrial
magnets, now including new sizes in
round and rectangular flat designs –
also application-specific cable fixing magnets. www.bit.ly/3pVv9Xn

New Big Kaiser chucks
Big Kaiser has added inch-size Standard Type chucks, as well as the new F-Type
and R-Type chucks, all now available from Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC).
www.bit.ly/324d8hr

CADCAM release
 oduleWorks has released its 2021.12 CADCAM software components for digital
M
manufacturing. www.bit.ly/33uezGB

Grooving series of turning tools
Walter has introduced a new grooving series of turning tools, in the shape of the
G1011 and G4011 monoblock grooving tools. www.bit.ly/3pYSFma

www.bit.ly/3oV7Hug

TIMTOS x TMTS 2022, Taiwan’s
largest first and only co-branded
machine tool show, will be held at
the Taipei Nangang Exhibition
Center, from 21-26 February, 2022

Boosting CNC automation intelligence
Fastems has launched MMS Version 8, the newest release of its Manufacturing
Management Software (MMS), which it says boosts CNC automation intelligence to
the next level. www.bit.ly/30sJqCg

www.bit.ly/3oSZo1X

Makino 5-axis HMC

 issan has been given the green
N
light to install an additional 20MW
solar farm at its UK plant, the next
milestone for its EV36Zero project
and the company’s journey to
carbon neutrality.
www.bit.ly/3dNRnVt

Hexagon’s Manufacturing
Intelligence division has
announced a new partnership with
CADS Additive, which will see the
companies exchange technologies to
progress design for additive
manufacturing.
www.bit.ly/3yp792E

UK manufacturers continued to
face a challenging operating
environment in November, as
severely stretched supply chains
disrupted production schedules and

www.machinery.co.uk |

Product pick 10

The Mayor of South Yorkshire Dan
Jarvis has officially opened
Magtec’s new facility for the
design, manufacture and installation
of drive systems for electric and
hybrid vehicles. The company is
targeting sales of £30m next year,
more than double the turnover of
2021. www.bit.ly/31U9UNH

Japanese machine tool manufacturer Makino has brought to the market a new,
5-axis, horizontal-spindle machining centre (HMC). It is available from sole UK &
Ireland agent NCMT. www.bit.ly/3oTPeyb

Simplifying the usage of 5-axis machine tools
The latest version of Flexium software from CNC specialist NUM includes an
enhanced RTCP (Rotation Tool Centre Point) function with tool vector programming
that simplifies the usage of 5-axis machine tools. www.bit.ly/31Rk7uq

Horn high performance coatings for carbide inserts

GM CNC is extending its
warehousing facilities in
Oldham, to support
growth. The
development is set
for completion
sometime in Spring
2022. GM
distributes the
Victor brand of
machine tools.

Horn has introduced two new, high performance coatings, IG6 and SG3,
for the carbide inserts it manufactures for turning applications
(pictured below). www.bit.ly/3EVT4wa

Makrolite 4K from Vision Engineering
Vision Engineering Limited has launched its first 4K
resolution digital microscope, Makrolite 4K. It is ideal for
challenging inspection routines, including reflective
subjects, like solder joints or subjects in shadow.
www.bit.ly/3E74M65

www.bit.ly/3ypklVi
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The four-year
wait is nearly over
UK manufacturing technology event MACH is usually held biennially, but has not taken place for four years
as the 2020 edition was cancelled because of the Covid-19 pandemic. A lot has taken place in that time and
this year’s show from 4-8 April at the Birmingham NEC is shaping up to be an event for the ages

I

t is now four years since MACH took place and in that
time the industry has certainly changed, technology
has moved in terms of CNC, new machines, the rise of
automation and robotics, Industry 4.0, additive
manufacturing, while the importance of sustainability has
come to the fore.
This year’s event at the Birmingham NEC represents
the second time in MACH’s new location and it is housed
in several connected halls all on one level (Halls 6, 17,
18, 19 and 20). MACH 2022 heading for a sell-out with
more 25,000 visitors set to attend along with 600
exhibitors and after such a long time without the event, it
is set to be bigger than ever. Due to the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic, MACH has arguably never been so
important to the supply chain.
New to MACH and running alongside for the first time
will be the Engineering Supply Chain (5-7 April in Hall 7)
that has been introduced by the organiser – the
Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA).
The MTA notes heading into 2022, the UK’s
manufacturing and engineering community have every
reason to be confident as government forecasts suggest
UK growth of 6% while the incentive of 130% capital
allowances are in place on qualifying plant and machinery
investments.

10

The events are designed to not just be a showcase for
the manufacturing technologies sector, but a celebration
of the manufacturing industry at its best - the development
of the digital factory, new automation solutions and
connected manufacturing processes, power by the hour
and the cost efficiency solutions that will improve
production processes and help shape the industry over
the next decade.
MTA chief executive officer James Selka explains: “There
has been talk in the national media and beyond recently
about the challenges facing the manufacturing industry,
much of it ill-informed and spouted by those without any
real knowledge of what these challenges truly are.
“The Manufacturing Technologies Association is
different. Why? – Because we are the industry. We are
owned by the industry, and we talk regularly to our members
to develop a true understanding of the issues facing them
and what steps are needed to create the conditions under
which they can thrive and add value as an important wealthcreating component of British industry.
“Unlike other commercial multi-sector organisations,
the manufacturing technologies industry is in our DNA. For
this reason, MACH is not just another manufacturing
industry exhibition…it is the national manufacturing and
engineering industry exhibition. We are staged for
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manufacturers by manufacturers;
our members, our board and most
importantly in this context, our exhibition
committee, all work to ensure we reflect the industry’s
true needs and offer show content that is relevant and
value-enhancing.”
As for the event, there are 10 different zones: 3D
Printing & Additive Manufacturing (Hall 17); Automation
for Manufacturing (Hall 19); Digital Solutions for
Manufacturing; Grinding and Abrasives (Hall 6); Lasers for
Manufacturing (Hall 17); Logistics for Manufacturing (Hall
19); Measurement and Inspection (Halls 18 and 19);
Surface Finishing (Hall 6); UK Supply Chain (Hall 6); and
Welding (Hall 6).
MACH 2022 will be attended by a number of
associations, including the Aluminium Federation
(ALUFED), British Automation & Robot Association (BARA),
Cast Metals Federation (CMF), Association of Welding
Distribution Limited, Confederation of British Metalforming
(CBM), GTMA and the Metalforming Machinery Makers’
Association (MMMA) – which will have its own village.
There will also be a yet-to-be-announced seminar
programme.

MTA CEO
James Selka

SKILLS FOCUS

LOW CARBON WORLD
The last MACH event was held four years ago, which is a
long time in manufacturing and, for technology, in a world
where it seems tech moves at such great pace. A now
more prominent trend that is having a profound impact on
manufacturers as we head into 2022 is sustainability and
green manufacturing.

www.machinery.co.uk |

The MTA says MACH 2022 is the place to go for
manufacturers looking to develop a sustainable,
competitive advantage and head of operations James
Fudge, notes the green agenda “has never been more
relevant to UK manufacturers” – which is why there will be
a strong focus on the opportunities presented by
decarbonisation during the event.
He adds: “The exhibition will have a strong emphasis
on developing sustainable energy solutions, carbon
reduction technology and much more. The desire to
achieve sustainable manufacturing processes is now
within our grasp and the latest engineering and
manufacturing technologies are massively contributing to
the ‘greening up’ of the industry.
“We stand at the threshold of a new era for green
manufacturing with the processes required to achieve
sustainability no longer a dream, but a reality. The
opportunities this creates for the manufacturing
technologies industry is immense.”
Companies exhibiting at MACH 2022 will be
demonstrating why effective use of the latest
technology will be critical in achieving the low
carbon agenda and how this will provide a
competitive edge for UK manufacturing.
Selka notes: “We can manufacture closer to need,
thereby reducing damaging product miles; we can
manufacture to individual market specification, allowing
performance optimisation to local needs; we can
manufacture to demand quantity, thereby reducing or
eradicating the need to over produce (as is so often the
case with batch manufacture).
“We must start being more ambitious as a country,
moving our attitude from “how much will it cost” to “what
value will this investment bring to our business?” – and
we have the weapons in our armoury to achieve this.
Generous government support packages in the form of
the Annual Investment Allowance of £1m, the super
deduction capital allowance incentive and the extension
of R&D tax credit to include cloud computing and research
data costs, all encourage vital investment.
“Never have the latest technologies been more
powerful, more affordable and financeable as they
are now, even factoring in modest increases in
interest rates. It is up to us to grasp these
opportunities and MACH 2022 will be an important
guide in helping us to achieve this.”

MachineryMagazine |

One of the major themes of MACH 2022 will be a
concentration on skills development within the
manufacturing industry and inspiring the UK’s next
generation of engineers.
MACH 202 will once again have a dedicated
Education & Development (E&D) Zone, sponsored by
Sandvik Coromant, which will feature special displays
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change attitudes and emphasise the real benefits a career
in manufacturing can offer.
“This is why MACH 2022 will have a strong focus on
encouraging more young people into the industry, with
special displays and a dedicated exhibition zone
showcasing the changes that have taken place within
manufacturing and highlighting what makes it one of the
most exciting industries to be involved in.”
Exhibitors including the Advanced Manufacturing
Research Centre (AMRC), the Advanced Manufacturing
Training Centre, Renishaw, Siemens and Yamazaki Mazak
will also be showcasing the apprenticeships and graduate
training schemes they have on offer and what a career in
manufacturing could offer.

from Airbus Defence & Space, University of
Wolverhampton Formula 3 Race Team, Lincoln Electric
Virtual Welding and the Bowers Group Mobile Metrology
SUPPLY CHAIN
Centre.
Since bringing the Engineering Industries Association (EIA)
Within this area, Airbus Defence & Space will be
on board as part of the MTA family earlier this year, the
displaying its ExoMars Rover ground demonstration model,
MTA has been looking to shine a spotlight on the UK
‘Bruno’. Bruno is the Earth-based testing model of its
engineering supply chain during MACH 2022 – leading to
counterpart the ‘Rosalind Franklin’ Rover, which will
the launch of the first Engineering Supply Chain Show.
ultimately search for life on Mars.
The MTA says it will complement MACH and help
The University of Wolverhampton Formula 3 Race Team
businesses as they look for the innovative solutions that
will be displaying a selection of cars, which includes a
Formula 3 Dallara F308 with a Honda Mugen engine,
will resist climate change. Shortening the supply chain by
two Plus 4 Clubsports, a Formula Renault 2.0
sourcing more domestic content will also help
support the other major focus for MACH 2022
and their IMechE Formula Student car.
Lincoln Electric will be bringing several
– green manufacturing initiatives. Reducing
“The development
carbon footprints by lessening the distance
of their virtual welding machines which
of key skills to support
between suppliers will help combat climate
are successfully used in training people
the future of advanced
change, as well as helping to reduce
to weld and the Bowers Group Mobile
Metrology Centre is a fully equipped
manufacturing has long transport costs, the MTA notes.
Selka explains: “Frustratingly for
metrology lab on wheels, featuring a
been a core goal of
manufacturers, many have been powerless
range of measuring solutions.
the MTA”
to avert a crisis not of their making, as the
MACH has always looked to focus on
nurturing new talent and getting more young
ongoing disruption to supply chains both
engineers involved in the industry has never
nationally and internationally, starves them of the
raw materials they need, slowing production schedules and
been so paramount, due to the number that are needed
interrupting deliveries.
for the future.
“The manufacturing supply chain is more complex than
To keep pace with demand, 203,000 people with Level
most and therefore more susceptible to disruption. All this
3+ engineering skills are required by the UK engineering
means a remodelling of supply chains in a post-Covid
sector per year by 2024. While the number of women in
world is inevitable and why the situation will be another key
engineering is rising, they only make up 12% of the
focus at MACH 2022. We would like to see a more
workforce, when 47% in general is women.
sustainable approach to the UK supply chain, with more
Selka explains: “The development of key skills to
intelligent sourcing of product from within the UK.
support the future of advanced manufacturing has long
Encouragingly, many companies from within the UK are
been a core goal of the MTA. Without a steady stream of
already looking at reshoring.”
new talent coming into the industry then there is a risk
Selka concludes on MACH 2022 as a whole, that there
things could stagnate, setting back technological
are three key things businesses need to improve
development.
productivity and therefore competitiveness; the latest
“Encouraging young engineers into the manufacturing
technology, the finance to acquire the technology and the
industry has sadly been a problem for some years now.
skills to acquire and deploy them. He adds: “MACH and
Even prior to the pandemic there were concerns
The Engineering Supply Chain show provide visitors with a
insufficient numbers were viewing the industry as a viable
unique opportunity – the first for a long time – to achieve
career option. With everything that has happened over the
all these targets with one visit to one venue.”
past two years, it is now more important than ever to
12
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THE
INTERVIEW

EDWARD JAMES – CITIZEN MACHINERY UK

Meeting demand
and challenges
Citizen Machinery UK managing director Edward James talks to Machinery about
how business has been, new challenges, trends and looks ahead to 2022

Q

How has business been and have you
seen any noticeable trends?
Edward: I think you could use the phrase
‘pent-up demand’ as it would summarise the
year quite well. Last year (2020) with the first
year of the pandemic things were a little
suppressed in manufacturing, however, we
were operational throughout the period as we
support medical and defence and such
sectors.
In 2020, we were heavily involved in the
Ventilator Challenge and things picked up
towards the end of that year. Although we
did not hit our business plan, we were quite
close so were happy and some orders came
in at the end of the year, so we came into
2021 with a good order backlog. However,
we were not sure how this year was going to
pan out because we went into lockdown in
December and that lasted into July, so we
were nervous about how that was going to
affect manufacturing.
Two main things came out of last year.
The first one was supply chain resilience
was in question. We had customers that had
to shut their

14

factories completely as they were reliant on
parts manufacturing from outside the UK.
Secondly, there was a pent-up demand.
Everybody had saved a huge amount of
money over the pandemic period and it was
burning a hole in their pockets and they
wanted to spend it. Demand for luxury goods
and electrical goods and cars drove demand.
Other areas like utilities and construction
are always strong, but medical was put on
hold because procedures could not happen,
and then medical supplies suddenly came
back meaning our medical and dental
manufacturers were busy – so it was like a
perfect storm.
At the same time, our customers this
year saw an erosion in the supply of
commodities like raw materials and that
extends to machinery manufacturing. Citizen
and other manufacturers have suffered
delays in manufacturing caused by a
shortage of components and that shortage
varies from one month to the next. One
month it is sheet metal and the next it is
high precision parts like bearings and linear
rails, then it was electrical
components and
semiconductors and now
it is connectors and
switches.
This trend continues
and what a lot of
customers did, is they
brought forward
investment decisions
from 2022 into 2021,
so overall we have seen
the perfect storm of a
high demand for
machinery at a time it
does not exist.

Q

Has the tax incentive scheme
introduce in the UK on machinery
investments impacted sales?
Edward: I don’t think customers understand
it and I don’t think it is that attractive as
when it whittles down to what you save, it is
not as a good as it sounds. 125% is only
125% of 20% so it is 25% instead of 20% so
people are only saving another 5% by
investing in machinery and it is not enough.
We need those kind of hyper-depreciation
incentives like they have in Italy which have
proven very successful.
I think there is a lot more the UK
government could do, which is now
recognised. I think manufacturing is well
recognised in this country since the
pandemic.

Q

How has demand been for sliding head
machines?
Edward: Although we have seen a decline
in smaller part manufacturing in some
sectors like automotive, the take-up of
electric vehicles has surprised the
automotive industry so that has driven
infrastructure and the car market.
Although quite a lot of the parts used in
an electric vehicle are larger parts than
you would make on a Swiss-type machine,
there is a demand for connectors,
electrical cable parts and sensors and
such like so that has driven again demand
in smaller turn parts that Swiss-turn
machines are well adapted to.
There has been an increase in other
parts such as luxury goods like sunglasses
and items of electrical equipment so
overall there is a continuing demand for
smaller diameter high volume
manufacturing.
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Q

Are there any machines in your
portfolio that have been
especially in demand?
Edward: The 20mm diameter
Swiss-market is the biggest in the
world for Swiss-type machines and
our 20mm machines can go up to
one inch diameter so they are quite
versatile.
We have seen across our whole
range, all the models of machines
that have LFV (low frequency vibration)
technology have been in demand and
nearly all our models now have LFV.
Where LFV is available on one of our
machines, the take-up rate is more than
95% so people can really see the
benefit of that enhanced cutting
technology.
It is all about efficiency and
parts in the bucket at the end of
the day and with enhanced cutting
technology you get more stable
and reliable processes for longer
and you can produce more parts,
even in lights-out operation and
people are seeing a better ROI with LFV
technology.

Citizen
Machinery UK
MD Edward
James

“Citizen has taken
the brave step to
move production back
to free up some
space to try and get
those machines back
into production”

Q

How have you seen much reshoring of
work back to the UK?
Edward: We have seen a lot of customers
looking to reshore work back to the UK.
Supply chain resilience was a problem
during the pandemic and brought into
question it does not matter how cheap a
product was, if you didn’t have it, you
couldn’t sell your end product.
In the case of one customer that we
helped in the UK who manufactures very
expensive bathroom fittings and taps – they
were getting the cartridge bodies machined
in China for something like 25p each, but
the taps retail at more than £200, but
couldn’t supply £200 taps for the sake of a
50p (two components) and are now
manufacturing them in the UK by investing in
high efficiency technology, not at 25p, but
slightly more expensive than that at 28p.
However, when they factored in the
quality of the parts and the scrap rate that
they were getting and the returns on their
products due to the failures of cheap
components it has been very successful for
the customer.
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I think people are
questioning supply chain
resilience, quality of parts and
you throw into that the global shortage of
raw materials and commodities and the
issues with shipping containers and space
on boats. I cannot see any let up in this
shortage as it is not something that can be
addressed quickly. The whole system is
broken. We even looked at flying over some
machines for a customer that needed them
urgently but there was no space available on
planes either.

Q

Have your deliveries of machine been
impacted by global logistics
challenges?
Edward: First, deliveries
started slipping and then
machines were cancelled
out of the production
because factories are
running at full capacity and
if they lose the
opportunity to make a
machine one month there
is no capacity to make it
the next. Once they are
gone, they are gone.
Citizen has taken the

@MachineryTweets |January 2022

brave step to move production back to free
up some space to try and get those
machines back into production, but overall
machines are delayed and in some cases by
up to six months. That effects all
manufacturers and not just Citizen and
some of our competitors are facing 12month delays on some of their machines.

Q

How has your new dedicated Solutions
Centre opened in January 2021 been
beneficial to business?
Edward: It has been a real success. We are
looking at the whole process with customers
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be a natural boost in the economy.
The issue is problems remain in the
supply chain and with commodities,
materials and labour is also a key issue
while utility prices are going up.
Six months ago, we were very optimistic
but there are a lot of challenges remaining
and I am not sure they will be overcome in
2022 and coupled with investment
decisions being forward to 2021, the
general feeling is there could be a
softening, not just in manufacturing but in
the supply sector. 2022 is a difficult year
to predict. We are optimistic we can meet
the demand, but it might be a little more
constricted than we would like.
The general prediction is the
consumption of machine tools will continue
to increase year-on-year, purely down to the
growth in world population. There is a lot of
opportunity there and moving forward. In
the UK, we are very optimistic that there
will be a strong manufacturing base in the
future although we do need the government
to start taking manufacturing even more
seriously.

We sold as many
machines to customers
during the event who
attended, as we did to
customers that didn’t
attend but knew they
had to order a machine.
We took 15 orders
during the event
(around £2.5m) but
the total ended up
being 19.
Pictured above: The Citizen M32
and are employing dedicated engineers to
come up with that solution-based business.
A lot of companies now don’t have tool
rooms and maintenance departments etc.
and looking outwards and turning to
companies like us. We are seeing more and
more companies coming to us.
First, we try and understand what the
customer is trying to achieve and why and
then we come up with a case study and can
see if the customer thinks it is worth the
investment. If it does, we can move forward
on a solutions-based approach.
Quite often the budget prices scare
customers but when you start drilling down
into the ROI that with the right type of work
there is a real chance of producing a lot of
parts very efficiently – they see the benefits.
The customer must be receptive to us telling
them they need to do it differently.

Q

How successful was your open house in
October?
Edward: It was the first live event we had
hosted in the UK since before the pandemic
started and we were about the first of the
machine tool companies to do that, so all
eyes were on it. In general, the attendance
was lower than we had hoped – but higher
than expected.
We had around 150 visitors over three
days compared with maybe 200, but it is the
quality that was great, as those that came
really wanted to come and invest.
I will take a lower number of people but a
higher quality any day of the week. If
attendance was a bit down it was not due to
the pandemic but because they were so
busy and couldn’t afford to attend in person
as they did not have the time.
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Q

What can the market expect from
Citizen moving forward?
Edward: The great thing about working for an
OEM is we are directly involved with the
design of new machines. Two models
released recently – the Cincom L2-12 Type
10 and a new Miyano ANX42 SYY – were
both designed by CMUK.
We work with our other main offices in
Germany and Italy and can influence the
direction of R&D, identifying trends and work
with other companies to identify what should
be the next models and priority.
What is great about Citizen is the
commitment to R&D and we have new
models coming to the market all the time.
There are new models in design and a brandnew model that will be shown for the first
time at MACH 2022 in April. It is exciting and
there is always something new coming.
It is always better to make machines that
customers want rather than a machine you
think are a good idea. We look at market
potential and they must be market driven. As
the largest supplier of bar fed machines in
the world, Citizen understands the
manufacturing of small parts
(sub-80mm bar).

Q

How much are you looking forward to
MACH 22?
Edward: We have the biggest stand we
have ever had and carried it over from
2020 and will be bringing a range of
machines.
I work on the MTA exhibition committee
so have inside knowledge and at this stage
it is almost sold out. It is shaping up to be
a very exciting show a the Birmingham NEC
that I am looking forward to. ■

Q

How optimistic are you
about business in 2022
and in future?
Edward: It could be an
exciting year ahead if some
things slot into place and we
are told that manufacturing
in the factories in Japan will
be back to normal by about
May and hearing the
automotive sector is almost
back to normal. Once that
gets back on track there will
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After one of the toughest operating years in history in
2020, 2021 was all about adapting to the new norm that
has evolved from the pandemic, while the use of Industry
4.0 solutions, automation and robotics and additive
manufacturing accelerated
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The year
of recovery
he first issue of the year in January was
published in the second national UK
lockdown, where much of industry was
still wrestling with disruption caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Our lead feature looked at how the
Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC) has
made a significant six-figure investment in its
laser processing capability with the
installation of a high precision Synova
LCS305 waterjet guided laser machine – the
first of its kind to be operated in UK
manufacturing.
The state-of-the-art five-axis system allows
engineers to cut, drill or machine complex
shapes without the drawbacks associated
with traditional laser machining, such as heat
build-up or tapers. Technology manager
Bethan Smith explained the high-powered
waterjet guided laser allows the centre to
develop and use the latest technology to
support industries across the UK with their
manufacturing challenges.
In the issue, we also reported on the new
£20m advanced manufacturing facility at the
Advanced Forming Research Centre (AFRC) –
FutureForge – which will give a boost to
Scottish manufacturing and help create the
‘forge of the future’ and develop new ways of
making metals for industry.
During 2021, additive manufacturing (AM)
continued to soar and was expanding across
manufacturing and now being across more
and more applications. In the February issue
of 2020, in our lead story, we spoke to West
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Yorkshire-based Wayland who gave the
lowdown on their new AM machine Calibur3 it
has launched using self-developed neutral
beam (NeuBeam) technology.
The second issue of the year also featured
a look at how Mills CNC has invested in a
plush new Turnkey & Automation Centre to
meet rising demands of the marketplace and
an area of business it believes will be critical
to its future success.
Our March issue lead story looked at how
Statkraft is leading grid stability project in
Scotland and different parts of the supply
chain are benefitting. The innovative
decarbonising energy project that will help
increase the amount of renewable energy
transmitted on the UK electricity system and
prevent power blackouts.
At the heart of the project are installations
of two large rotating stabiliser synchronous
machines manufactured by GE Power
Conversion at its Rugby site – designed to
provide stable flows of energy through the
grid network.
Also in the issue, we reported on DMG
Mori’s Open House, which is a major event
for the company, but due to the Covid-19
pandemic, was held online in 2021, where
the machine tool manufacturer revealed three
new world premieres – the CLX 450 TC, entrylevel M1 and the DMF 300|8.
001_MACH_FEB21v2

NEW BEGINNINGS
The lead in April issue focused on how
Cornwall is on the threshold of a

1

manufacturing boom as new high-tech sectors
are rising and Feritech Global is aiming to be
at the heart of the growth, when it moves into
a new £3m state-of-the-art carbon-neutral
facility in June, giving it wider capabilities,
allowing it to diversify into new markets. It
believes it can act as a catalyst for growth in
Cornwall to establish itself as a regional
centre for advanced manufacturing.
April saw the launch of our 1st Machinery
Interview, a new monthly regular and featured
XYZ Machine Tools managing director Nigel
Atherton, who explained how XYZ has
navigated the pandemic, how business was
on the way back and the company had coped
better than he expected.
In their quest to create greener and more
economical components, lightweighting is
increasingly being used by manufacturers
across many sectors due to the benefits it is
bringing, but it is also presenting some
puzzles for machining shops to solve – and
our May lead focused on this trend.
We report how the lightweighting shift is
especially taking place in transportationrelated industries, principally in the
manufacture of automotives and in the
electric vehicle boom, while more and more
aerospace components and parts are being
made, due to the need to reduce weight and
help cut carbon emissions.
Additive manufacturing is vibrant and
growing at pace and new machines have been
launched to tap into the opportunities to help
meet the needs in producing faster and more
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cost-effective components and parts, as we
report in the lead feature of our June issue.
In early to mid-2021, there was wave of
new AM machines of all build sizes launched
to the market from the likes of Stratasys with
the F770, H350 and Origin One; Trumpf with
the TruPrint 3000; and the Chiron Group with
the new AM Cube.
The lead feature in the July issue looked
how attention is being paid to close the
engineering skills gap with a range of
initiatives taking place, but there is still a
shortage of young engineers coming through
and more upskilling is needed.
Many machine shops operate mixed
machine tool fleets and in need of a low-cost
easy to use vendor-neutral machine
monitoring technology. We report in our
August issue how Sheffield-based FourJaw
Manufacturing Analytics has come up with the
answer.
FourJaw’s low-cost technology solution can
monitor the performance of different machine
tools and boosts productivity which can be a
game-changer for machining shops operating
mixed fleets, as while many OEMs offer multimachine networks and management
functions, the plug-and-play cloud-based data
capture and analysis smart device can be
fitted to machines on a shop-floor – of any
make and age.
Moving on to September’s issue, the cover
lead looked at how the UK Research and
Innovations’ (UKRI) Strength in Places Fund
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(SIPF) has awarded £22.6m for development
of the Advanced Machinery & Productivity
Institute (AMPI). The AMPI will work to develop
work leading machinery innovation, advanced
materials, automation and production
capabilities.

29/09/2021 16:33

FACE-TO-FACE EVENTS RETURN
In our October issue we lead on how
the UK Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA) has opened Fusion
Technology Facility (FTF) on
the Advanced
Manufacturing Park in
Rotherham, which will
play host to the
CHIMERA machine that
will test prototype
components for future
fusion power plants –
meaning development of
fusion energy has taken a critical
step forward.
October saw the welcome return of
machine tool shows and EMO Milan took
place, while our Machinery Interview featured
McLaren Racing where we found out how the
Formula One team’s machine shop, helps the
team stay at the front of the grid.
After more than 18 months of online open
houses, live events returned and the
Bystronic UK Open House showcased new
and existing innovations the company offers
in cutting, bending and automation and
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revealed any future plans.
Our lead in the November issue reports on
Ceratizit’s new 5,000 square foot state-of-art
Technical Centre in Sheffield. The cutting tool
and machine tool hub is ideally located on
Sheffield’s Advanced Manufacturing Park to
provide support to manufacturing companies
with their machining processes. The
centre houses Ceratizit’s range of
cutting tool and workholding
products from the four brands
of Ceratizit, Komet, WNT
and Klenk. The centre has
been developed in
partnership with XYZ
Machine Tools, is equipped
with nine machine tools.
November also saw open
houses held by Citizen
Machinery and Hurco, where the
two companies showcased their
portfolio ranges and new machines they have
launched to the marketplace.
The lead feature in the final issue of 2021
reported on a call for adoption of automation
and robotics to boost the UK’s factory output.
A new report by the MTC and the Industrial
Policy Research Centre, Loughborough
University has urged more uptake of
automation and robotics to help solve the lack
of UK manufacturing productivity. The UK lags
behind its competitors in the uptake of
automation and robotics the report notes. ■

“FourJaw’s low-cost
technology solution....
can be a gamechanger for machining
shops operating mixed
fleets”
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Show returns
to Farnborough
After being postponed in 2021 due to the Covid-19 pandemic, Southern Manufacturing & Electronics
returns in February and will showcase the latest manufacturing technology

S

outhern Manufacturing will take place
at the Farnborough International
Exhibition Centre from 8-10 February
with more than 800 exhibitors set to attend
and around 9000 visitors.
The event is one of the most important
and popular engineering shows in the UK
calendar and from modest beginnings as a
regional event, it has evolved into a fullyfledged national show, with increasing
influence across continental Europe and
further afield.
With its trademark diversity of suppliers,
Southern Manufacturing ( www.bit.ly/3lOkkFv )
is an event that rises above any particular
sector of the engineering industry, attracting
big name manufacturers, but it’s also an
accessible show for the rich eco-system of
engineering SMEs operating across the UK,
and increasingly, across the Channel too.
Southern Manufacturing is segregated
between manufacturing and production
hardware, such as machinery and tooling,
components – both electronic and
mechanical, and subcontract services, but
no physical barriers exist between the areas

20

which allows for considerable cross-over
between the various engineering disciplines.
This is, in fact, often cited by visitors as one
of the show’s chief attractions as it
encourages visitors to explore and meet
companies they may not be familiar with.
Technology Trails guide visitors around the
event, bringing together varieties of firms
with expertise in particular areas.
Co-located with Southern Manufacturing ,
AutoAero is a highly specialised event
focused on the suppliers to the UK’s
aerospace and automotive engineering
sectors. Farnborough is well-known for its
links to the aviation industry with the likes of
BAE Systems and Lockheed Martin having
their UK headquarters near to the show.
Across the region as a whole, 22% of the
UK’s £20bn aerospace industry is located
within the show’s catchment area.
AutoAero provides the opportunity for
aerospace professionals to source suppliers
with the necessary skills and experience,
across a wide range of engineering
disciplines including precision engineering,
electronics, testing and certification and

working with advanced materials such as
composites.

RANGE OF EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors at Southern Manufacturing come
from across a range of manufacturers and
suppliers, spanning the different sectors
that are covered in Machinery.
In terms of machining centres and lathe
suppliers and manufacturers, the likes of
XYZ Machine Tools, Dugard Machine Tools,
Haas Automation, Mills CNC and Hurco
Europe will be showcasing the latest
technology they offer the marketplace.
Workholding providers such as 1st
Machine Tool Accessories Ltd and Thame
Workholding will show their ranges of
chucks, vices and more, while cutting tool
companies like Guhring and the Industrial
Tooling Corporation (ITC) will give the
lowdown on their product portfolios.
Also featuring are CADCAM and
production IT firms like CGTech Ltd – who
will be on hand to show off their Vericut CNC
simulation software, along with Open Mind
Technologies, while additive manufacturing
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firm Laser Lines will show off their latest 3D
printing technology.
XYZ Machine Tools’ attendance at
Southern Manufacturing 2022 will provide
UK exhibition visitors with the first sight of
the brand-new XYZ SS 65 twin/sub-spindle
turning centre, which was recently added to
XYZ range. The XYZ SS 65 breaks new
ground, says the firm, being its first foray
into multi-spindle turning centres, a move
driven by demand from customers looking
for increased
productivity and
reduced spindle
downtime.
The theme at this
year’s show for 1st
Machine Tool Accessories
is ‘Don’t wait to
automate’. The
workholding and
automation equipment
specialist will show a
sample of products for
raising output and
maximising return on investment from
machine tools.
Products showcased will include the
Kitagawa QJR with quick-change chuck to
reduce set-up times and the Kitagawa BR for
improved repeatability with T-Nut Plus (the
new chucking standard). Visitors can also
see V-Tech’s zero-point plates for quickchange pallet systems, Chick Workholding’s
multiple component clamping for long
machine running times, the Swift-Klamp for
automated loading / unloading on machining
centres, four- and five-axis Kitagawa rotary
tables, short, long and multi-spindle IEMCA
bar feeds and for automating loading /
unloading or both turning and machining
centres, the Halter robots.
Both standard and bespoke workholding
solutions will be highlighted by Thame
Workholding. The firm provides alternative
forms of workholding, including both
prismatic and rotary vacuum workholding
from Witte, zero-point positioning solutions,
five-axis workholding, including form-fit
holding technology, and InoFlex, a concentric
compensating chuck from HWR. The
company also offers premium power chucks,
hydraulic cylinders and scroll chucks from
Samchully.
In terms of metrology manufacturers

www.machinery.co.uk |
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exhibiting – Hexagon, Vision Engineering,
Nikon Metrology, Mitutoyo (UK) Ltd, the
Sempre Group and Faro are all attending –
while two coordinate measuring machines
(CMM) will be among the highlight of this
year’s Aberlink stand, with the Extol and the
Axiom both using the latest release of the
Aberlink 3D CMM inspection software.
The whole philosophy of the CMM
software is to make measurement easy.
Aberlink 3D software has been written by
engineers for engineers and sets the
industry standard for
ease-of-use, says the
company.
Also among
exhibitors will be the
Carfulan Group, an
accredited reseller of
four advanced
machinery brands: OGP,
Vicivision, Zoller and
Stratasys. They deliver
high quality metrology,
turned part
measurement, tool pre-setting and
inspection and 3D printing respectively.
OGP UK and Vicivision UK specialise in
metrology equipment and
turned part measurement,
assuring workpiece
accuracy and tolerances
within micron precision.
Sensors and optical
equipment detect the
slightest details and map
them thoroughly with the
help of powerful software.
A host of precision
engineering subcontractors
will be exhibiting, showing
what services they offer including Biz
Engineering Ltd, Barlow Sheet Metal Ltd,
Bowyer Engineering Ltd, B-Tech Engineering
Ltd, Cawkwell Precision, DKW Engineering
Ltd, Douglas Precision, DRN Engineering
Ltd, Fife Fabrications Ltd, Falcon Precision
Limited, Jota Advanced Engineering Ltd,
Leemark Engineering (Hayes) Ltd, LMS
Precision Engineering and Mintdale
Engineering Ltd.
Bowyer Engineering Ltd will launch its inhouse designed 3D printer, Orochi. The
system is designed to overcome the
limitations of existing 3D printers in the

@MachineryTweets | January 2022

manufacture of components and assemblies
used in applications such as on-wing
inspection equipment manipulators
designed to place sensors and probes in
difficult to reach places.

LATEST TECH
Meanwhile, AMOB UK will unveil the latest
version of the eMOB Super Heavy Duty
series. These electric tube bending
machines have the ability to bend tubes up
to 225mm in diameter. Visitors can view a
fully-electric mandrel bender from the range
and talk to experts about forming
technology.
PVD coatings for machining, wear and
decorative applications will be highlighted by
Hardcoating Technologies. The company
supplies PVD coatings to a spectrum of
industries. PVD coatings extend the life of
tools due to its high hardness and wear
resistance, says the company.
Boxford will highlight its range of
professional, affordable and reliable laser
cutting, engraving and CNC machines. There
will be live demonstrations using a selection
of the company’s compact laser cutting,
engraving and marking equipment. Machines
capable of cutting and
engraving a range of
materials, including
metals, wood, plastics,
paper, card, foam,
rubber are available and
a team of experts will
be on hand to answer
any of your questions
during the show.
Workplace storage
equipment
manufacturer, Bott,
will showcase a
professional storage system, created from
products in its cubio range. Ergonomically
designed, the modular system is
configurable to suit individual processes and
adaptable to expand with a business. The
range also integrates with the company’s
CNC tool storage options, incorporating
Lean, 5S and Six Sigma initiatives,
promoting efficiency and productivity in the
workplace.
Southern Manufacturing will be a great
start to 2022 for the entire manufacturing
ecosystem and help power the year ahead. ■
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Game-changing software
H

exagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence
Hexagon has introduced the HxGN Robotic Automation platform to
division ( www.bit.ly/3EW10NV ) has
accelerate autonomous quality assurance for Industry 4.0. President of
unveiled HxGN Robotic Automation – a
robotic programming and control software that
metrology and production Stephen Graham tells us more
enables non-specialist quality professionals
to program industrial robots to perform fully
automated quality inspection.
Scanner and third-party sensors.
programming robots.
The platform enables manufacturers to
President of metrology and production
“By making it that much easier – it
equip greenfield factories or retrofit existing
Stephen Graham explains: “HxGN Robotic
encourages customers to use robot-based
production lines with state-of-the-art
Automation is for programming robots and
cells that plays into the whole Industry 4.0
autonomous optical inspection cells,
specifically aimed at metrologists. The whole
story about collecting more data – in this
accelerating time to market by eliminating
point of it is to make the process of
case close to the production line.
historic bottlenecks, while providing more
programming robotic inspection much easier.
“The other benefit is it dramatically
complete data direct from the production line
“Our customers are experts in metrology,
increases the flexibility of these systems as
as products are made.
but not in robotics so it provides a
well for situations involved during a
HxGN Robotic Automation
simple environment where they
production run. The metrologists may decide
can build a CAD model with the
enables manufacturers to
they want to measure more of this part here,
robots, turn tables, sliders and
accelerate adoption of
or they don’t need to spend so much time
HxGN Robotic
everything
they
need.
Industry 4.0 by
measuring this part here – so makes it much
Automation is built on
intelligently devising
“They can insert the
easier for them to change the programme
open design principles
CAD model for the product during a production run and increases the
optimal inspection
and the software
routines in a single
they want, identify the
flexibility as it much easier to make
interfaces
with any new
CAD model and points and adjustments.”
step; a task that would
areas they want to
typically demand
or existing industrial
measure,
put different
OPEN PLATFORM
significant time and
robot
sensors on the end of the robot HxGN Robotic Automation is built on open
attention from both a
and then the software will figure
design principles and the software interfaces
metrology and robotics
out how to programme the robot.”
with any new or existing industrial robot and
professional. Manufacturers can
is flexible so that quality professionals can
now develop the programme offline, away
Hexagon notes the software provides a
employ the most appropriate metrology
from the production line in a digital reality,
range of benefits to operators as Graham
sensors to help rapidly future-proof factories
and deploy a robust programme to the
explains: “It dramatically reduces the
with real-time, inline metrology.
robotic cell.
amount of time it takes to programme a
By enabling real-time measurement data
The software supports Hexagon laser
robot-based call such as it has for ŠKODA
to be automatically captured at source and
trackers, Leica T-Scan and AS1 scanners
AUTO – which says it has come down from
used to optimise production in real-time, the
and directly interfaces with Fanuc and Kuka
days to hours because it takes the
technology embeds quality assurance in the
robots while built-in postprocessors enable
laborious process out of programming the
heart of production to enable faster, selfthe robot controller to work with a wide range robot cells. It makes it much quicker and
correcting manufacturing and free up staff
of third-party robots. Future versions will
easier and allows metrologists to focus on
time for other tasks, such as data analysis.
support the HxGN SLS Structured Light
metrology instead of worrying about
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QUALITY & METROLOGY ACCELERATING INDUSTRY 4.0

“You are taking
it (Industry 4.0) to
the next level once
you introduce
metrology into
the mix”

Robust offline
programming makes it
possible to repurpose or
hone metrology cells with
minimal production downtime,
maintaining more agile
manufacturing operations and enabling new
cell-based manufacturing models that are
based on achieving product customisation
and speed without sacrificing the
efficiencies associated with volume
production.
With growing demand for vertical
integration to consolidate quality control
across diverse supply lines, the new
software can work with everything from
small to extra-large part sizes and from
simple single fixed robot cells to complex
cells with multiple sensors and robots on
rails and tables.
The resulting metrology data will also
help improve design simulations by enabling
manufacturers to predict the asmanufactured performance of products at
design stage, for example by anticipating
residual stresses that could be caused
during casting.
Rich, real-time, in-line metrology data
could fuel future machine learning systems
to optimise designs, parts and production
processes and create increasingly
autonomous self-correcting production lines.
Graham explains: “Automating inspection
is vital to enable OEMs to consolidate
quality across increasingly diverse, complex
products and processes.
“Truly smart manufacturing needs swift,
accurate and accessible measurement data,
but many robotic inspection systems are
costly, complex, closed systems that are
incompatible with manufacturer’s chosen
tools and inaccessible to non-specialists.
“HxGN Robotic Automation is built
around openness, so that manufacturers
can swiftly and seamlessly future-proof
entire manufacturing lines for robotic
inspection.”
The technology allows quality
professionals to multiply their efforts in
improving quality assurance across a
manufacturing line, driving consistent quality
and consolidating metrology data throughout
manufacturing lines.
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Industry 4.0 is all about
driving productivity by
making use of data from
the production line and HxGN
Robotic Automation enables
manufacturers to accelerate adoption.
Graham says: “There is a lot of data
generated from production lines and the
whole IoT thing, looking at how machines
are being operated and utilised. It is
relatively easy to access data off the
production line that can be
leveraged in an Industry 4.0
environment.
“But you are taking it to the
next level once you introduce
metrology into the mix because
then you can start to see the
reality of the actual product that
it is making, not only looking at
the production process and the
equipment.
“Industry 4.0 is a sort of
transformation for the quality
department, whereas
historically it would be a kind of
a go, no go for a product or
maybe highlighting a problem
that has arisen.
“In an Industry 4.0 context
metrology needs to be at the
heart of all that as that is
where you generate a much
more detailed view of the
products that are being
produced and a much richer
data set and understanding of
what is going on.”
The software is already used
by ŠKODA AUTO to enhance
their manufacturing production
lines and has enabled the car
manufacturer to be more flexible
and boosted productivity.
Martin Jehlicka, chief of
measurement centre at the car
manufacturer explains: “We
have reduced the time required
to programme robotic inspection
from several days to just four
hours using the new software,
so we can be ready and waiting
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to inspect a new vehicle as soon as we want
to begin production.
“Robotic automation and Hexagon’s highspeed laser scanning systems have already
halved the inspection time for parts and
sub-assemblies and installing these
automated inspection cells on the
production line is fundamental to our
Industry 4.0 strategy of making data
available and actionable so quality trends
can be identified quickly, or in some cases
automatically corrected.”
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QUALITY & METROLOGY MEASURING UP

The Crysta-Apex S
Series CMM in action at
Linn Products
Below: Mitutoyo helped
Surface Generation to
develop aerospace parts

No compromise
on quality
Surface Generation benefits
from expert inspection advice;
Linn Products boosts quality
management systems with
investment; DP Engineering
adds a new CMM to help meet
demand; Penta Precision ups
measurement capabilities;
plus, Vision Engineering signs
collaboration agreements

E

very gram counts when designing and
building lighter, more fuel-efficient
aircraft, therefore the ability to
economically mass-produce lightweight, yet
strong high precision composite components
represent a major aim of the aerospace
industry.
When using the company’s proprietary
Production to Functional Specification (PtFS)
systems to develop a highly efficient and costeffective method of producing aero engine
structural guide vanes, made from carbon
fibre reinforced plastic, Surface Generation
Ltd worked closely with Mitutoyo UK’s
measurement services department ( www.bit.
ly/3rVNpCC ) to ensure the regular supply of
high precision inspection data – carried out
on a Crysta-Apex S CNC CMM.
The firm’s clients utilise PtFS to optimise
their use of advanced composite materials
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and to enable highly controlled and efficient
manufacturing to take place. The use of PtFS
is not limited to fibre reinforced composites
and may be successfully used to process
unfilled thermoplastics, advanced metals and
glass.
Surface Generation’s PtFS technology
integrates heating, cooling, and process
control systems to enable the delivery of
maximum performance in both turnkey and
retrofitted applications. The company’s
innovative systems, combined with custom
software, provides the first ‘digital moulding
environment’ where ‘active thermal
management’ delivers massive savings in
both cycle times and energy consumption. In
addition, the use of PtFS leads to significant
reductions in the pressures needed to
process challenging materials and parts with
complex forms.
Surface Generation’s Alasdair Ryder says:
“Traditionally made from metal, aero engine
structural guide vanes are high-precision fixed
elements with critical form, finish and
structural response requirements.
“When tasked with using PtFS to deliver
enhanced process yield and a reduced cycle
time, it was incumbent upon us to
demonstrate that parts respected the
necessary geometrical tolerances.

“Although we have a fully equipped
inspection department at our Rutland facility,
including a Mitutoyo CMM with tactile probing,
the demanding levels of manufacturing
precision we required meant that we needed
to find an expert inspection subcontractor
that had access to high precision CMMs with
advanced scanning capabilities.
“Our use of PtFS and the detailed
inspection data supplied by Mitutoyo has now
resulted in the development of an optimal,
production process that guarantees the
extremely efficient manufacture of lightweight,
strong and highly precise structural guide
vanes with extremely accurate airfoil
geometries.”
Glasgow-based Linn Products, a designer
and manufacturer of high-fidelity sound
systems, such as turntables, streaming
systems, amps and speakers, has invested
in a Mitutoyo Crysta-Apex S Series CNC CMM
to complement its recent investments in
advanced machine tools and keep pace with
the increased production of precise
components.
Director of operations Chris O’Brien says
after bringing the machining of many
previously subcontracted, high precision
components in-house, the company needed
to source a highly efficient and very accurate
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QUALITY & METROLOGY MEASURING UP

The Baty R400 at Penta Precision

means of inspecting them.
O’Brien adds: “Our Crysta-Apex S Series
machine is now making a significant
contribution to Linn Products quality
management systems.” The Crysta-Apex
S544 model has an X, Y, Z, capacity of
500mm x 400mm x 400mm.

MEETING NEEDS
Precision engineering firm DP Engineering
has turned to Aberlink ( www.bit.ly/3dEGJR1 )
to help it meet increased demand in its
quality assurance capacity for its subcontract
parts machining business in which it
produces parts for aerospace, oil and gas,
medical and other sectors.
The Cornwall-based firm has invested in a
new Horizon linear drive CMM, adding to the
Aberlink Zenith too CNC CMM it has.
Sales and marketing director Phillip
Anthony says: “The ability to scan geometric
features at high speed, due to the 3-axis
linear drive systems, met the needs of our
traditional and new medical industry
customers.”
He says having the Horizon machine to

back-up what the other Aberlink is saying has
given the guys a lot of confidence.
Anthony adds: “It is within the production
environment, where we need it and we
haven’t had any problems with it at all.
We’ve recently had some projects that could
only be measured using the scanning
capability of the Horizon CMM. The
roundness tolerance of work is so tight that
we would have struggled if we didn’t have
the new linear drive machine.”

ENHANCED INSPECTION
CNC machining company Penta Precision has
increased its measurement capabilities by
investing in a Baty R400 ‘Shadowgraph’
profile projector supplied by Bowers Group
( www.bit.ly/3rTUkML ).
In 2021, the company invested in a larger
premises, 5-axis machinery and a Baty R400
profile projector, increasing capacity and
capability of its machining service.
The R400 at Penta is used daily by the
quality department for first-off checks and
final batch inspections of CNC milled and

turned parts, as well as being used by its
machinists to carry out in-process checks.
The projector enables the firm to measure a
wider range of parts due to the increased
measuring range available when compared
with the previous projector.
This had caused an overreliance on using
the CMM for simple dimensional checks, so
investment in the R400 is preventing delays
in inspecting first offs, as well as releasing
the CMM for more complex work.
The Baty R400 bench-mounted profile
projector combines high accuracy non-contact
measurement with inspection with a large
300mm x 150mm measuring range.
Lead quality inspector Mike Steppens
says: “We have a high mix of work, and so
there are high demands on inspection. The
R400 has helped to free up the CMM and
prevent delays in first off inspection. The
majority of the parts which can now be
measured on the R400, we were having to
use the CMM as the previous projector had
too small a working window.”
Penta works across a range of industries
including aerospace and medical. ■

Vision Engineering collaborates with Zeiss and Nikon
Vision Engineering ( www.bit.ly/31J3qkw ) has partnered with Zeiss
Industrial Metrology ( www.bit.ly/3DIBw5j ) to add an extended depth
of focus inspection system to its range of microscopy systems.
The new DeepFocus 1 system represents a significant
collaboration between two of the world’s leading microscope
innovators. DeepFocus 1 combines Vision Engineering’s technical
and design expertise with Zeiss’ new Visioner 1 long depth of focus
digital microscope head.
DeepFocus 1, featuring MALS Technology, delivers live, real-time
extended depth of focus imaging with depth of focus up to 100x
greater than that of a conventional microscope, which removes the
need for time consuming post imaging focus stacking by delivering
‘all-in-focus’ images instantly to a depth of up to 69mm.
Using a micro-mirror array lens system (MALS) enables
DeepFocus 1 to generate “virtual” lenses with distinctly different
curvatures, thus focus planes. This is achieved by changing the
orientation of each individual micro-mirror in an orchestrated way.
Re-shaping the curvature of this “virtual” lens at speed enables
ultra-fast focusing and real-time all-in focus imaging and
documentation.
Meanwhile, Vision Engineering has announced an innovative
product combination together with Nikon’s stereo microscopes from
Nikon Metrology Europe ( www.bit.ly/3EVr2Re ), adding a new, higher
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magnification digital 3D inspection
solution to its range of inspection
microscopy systems.
Vision Engineering and Zeiss
Vision Engineering’s 3D HD Deep
collaborated to produce
Reality Viewer (DRV) together with
DeepFocus 1
Nikon’s SMZ25 and SMZ18 stereo
microscopes create a new, innovative, hybrid high zoom and high
magnification digital 3D high definition stereo imaging system, with
the largest optical zoom ratio of 25:1 available today in stereo
microscopy.
Users can view their subject in stereo digitally via Vision
Engineering’s Deep Reality Viewer (DRV), and then capture and
share the digital stereo image to colleagues, supply chain partners,
or customers anywhere, in real time.
Vision Engineering has also launched VE Cam, a new, simple to
use compact digital microscope for a wide range of applications.
Available in two variants with differing fields of view (FOV). VE Cam
50 (50mm FOV) & VE Cam 80 (80mm FOV) offer the power, speed
and efficiency of digital imaging in a compact package.
VE Cam enables users to do more with maximum space
efficiency and is ideal for many routine inspection tasks. Suitable
applications include electronics, mechanical engineering, plastics,
additive manufacturing, and ceramics.
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WORKHOLDING & ACCESSORIES ON-MACHINE PROBING
Machine tool probe from
Renishaw increases
productivity and
has other benefits for
Australian machine shop
Hammond Engineering

Faster set-up times
& higher productivity
A

australian-based machine shop
Hammond Engineering found that
manually setting workpiece positions
was time consuming and difficult to repeat,
it looked to the potential of on-machine
probing as a solution.
The firm turned to Renishaw ( www.bit.
ly/3D2X6kD ) and the OMP40-2 optical
transmission probe, helping the machine
shop achieves faster set-up times and
higher levels of productivity.
Hammond Engineering is based in
Victoria state and services include CAD, CNC
milling and turning for production sizes
ranging from prototyping to larger runs.
Founder Travis Hammond says he started
out with a second-hand CNC lathe and went
from there. "Now, we’re a team of three
working to provide a more technology
focused engineering service than the area
has had in the past,” he adds.
The company primarily works with
customers in the food and aftermarket
automotive parts sectors, but also offers
general manufacturing and repairs for local
industrial businesses.
“When doing general ‘job shop’ type
work, our team must change machine set
ups several times during the day,” continues
Hammond. “Time taken to make changes,
for example to align a vice or set up a
workpiece, means time that the machine is
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not running. In such a small business, lost
time is costly, so we started looking for a
way to increase productivity, reduce
turnaround times and reduce human error.”
“As we’re a very small business looking
to reduce costs, we often buy machines
second-hand,” continues Hammond. “When
we purchased our latest machining centre, it
came with a Renishaw probe attached, so
we began to use it for part set-up to see if
we could improve accuracy and productivity.”
Hammond Engineering’s machining
centre was fitted with an OMP40-2 probe.
This ultra-compact 3D touch-trigger probe
with optical signal transmission is primarily
used for workpiece set-up and inspection in
machining centres. It offers users up to a
90% reduction in set-up time, as well as a
reduction in scrap and fixture costs.

Since using the OMP40-2, the firm has
experienced faster set-up times. The
benefits will add up over time, if the team
uses the probe to help align one vice a day,
it will save 17 hours a year. Using the probe
also reduces the chances of human error
impacting production.
“I can’t believe it took me this long to
realise how valuable probing is in my work
environment,” says Hammond. "Now that I
can see how user-friendly and accurate the
OMP40-2 is, it would be hard to convince me
to use anything else.”
In the future, Hammond Engineering
plans to use the OMP40-2 for in-process
measurement on repeat parts to ensure
correct positioning and alignment. The firm
also plans to use tool breakage detection to
improve process reliability and confidence. ■

Renishaw news in brief
■ To provide engineers with more flexibility when using additive manufacturing systems,
Renishaw has launched a new range of 3D printing machinery, which were showcased
at the Formnext trade show that took place from 16-19 November in Frankfurt.
( www.bit.ly/3d5JwSN )
■ Renishaw has entered into an agreement with Verisurf Software Inc., allowing
companies in North America to access Verisurf co-ordinate measuring machine (CMM)
software from Renishaw. ( www.bit.ly/2ZCxe1o )
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EXHIBITION FORMNEXT

Additive manufacturing
show back with a bang
Formnext took place in Frankfurt, Germany for the 7th time from
16-19 November and returned as a physical trade show after being held digitally in 2020

N

ow in its 7th year, Formnext 2021
once again gave a warm welcome to
the international additive
manufacturing (AM) community and, following
last year’s online-only event, built on the
successes of previous years.
Held in Frankfurt from 16-19 November
2021, the exhibition featured a series of
world premieres throughout the entire
process chain, demonstrating the everexpanding fields of application for AM and
its potential for the future. Exhibitors and
attendees also offered solutions to urgent
and important future issues, such as
decentralised production, secure process
chains, efficiency, and sustainability.
Despite the global Covid-19 uncertainty,
Formnext 2021 was well attended, with
more than 600 exhibitors from 36 countries.
17,859 specialists and executives from 76

nations attending.
The Formnext exhibitors and extensive
supporting program of events demonstrated
the wide range of possibilities offered by
industrial 3D printing for numerous user
industries. Visitors were able to discover
innovative solutions they could use to make
their own production more efficient and
sustainable.
Attendees relished the opportunity to
finally meet one another and interact in
person once again. The event was held
under ‘2G’ safety conditions, meaning only
those fully vaccinated against or recovered
from Covid-19 were allowed to attend.

GLOBAL AM
Companies such as 3D Systems, Additive
Industries, Addup, Arburg, BigRep, Carbon,
Cubicure, Desktop Metal, DMG Mori,

Dyemansion, EOS, Evonik, ExOne, Farsoon,
Formlabs, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, GE
Additive, HP, Incus, Keyence, Markforged,
Materialise, Nexa3D, Renishaw, Ricoh,
Siemens, Sigma Labs, Sisma, Stratasys,
Trumpf, Voxeljet, XJet and more
demonstrated their innovative additive
technologies, showcasing advanced
solutions for the future of industrial
manufacturing.
The likes of such as BASF, Covestro,
Hexagon, Höganäs, Sandvik, as well as
many innovative start-ups presented a series
of world premieres throughout the entire
process chain, from manufacturing
technologies through to materials, software,
and post-processing solutions.
“Formnext has once again shown itself to
be the highlight of the year for the AM
industry. After the significant challenges we

Stratasys, Renishaw and Trumpf among companies showcasing their
The leading lights in the development of additive manufacturing
(AM) technology attended Formnext, including Stratasys, Renishaw
and Trumpf, who demonstrated their solutions to attendees.
Stratasys, supplied in the UK and Ireland by Derby-based SYS
Systems ( www.bit.ly/31ewMHo ), gave its European debut to the
largest collection of new technologies, printers, materials and
software in the company’s history as it executes on its strategy
to move from prototyping into volume production with polymer 3D
printing solutions.
Stratasys showcased recently announced technologies that
it says, “provide a genuine and much sought-after thrust for
manufacturers seeking production-level throughput, increased part
quality and larger part size”.
The industrial-level 3D printing solutions on show collectively
for the first time in Europe included the Origin One 3D printer –
designed for end-use manufacturing applications, to produce high
volume parts; the H350 3D printer which uses SAF technology
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and Stratasys says gives manufacturers production consistency, a
competitive and predictable cost per part; and the F770 FDM 3D
printer that the firm says builds on its reputation for repeatability
and reliability via industrial-grade FDM technology and ideal for big
parts.
Global engineering technology company Renishaw ( www.bit.
ly/3o8ZYIE ) also exhibited and launched a new range of 3D printing
machinery that it says, “provide engineers with more flexibility when
using AM systems”.
The RenAM 500S Flex, a single laser AM machine and the
RenAM 500Q Flex, a four laser AM machine, are variants of the
RenAM 500 range. Both systems feature a simplified powder
handling system, which is suited to manufacturers who must
regularly swap build materials during production, such as research
and development (R&D), pre-production or bureau environments.
The range features the optical, chamber and gas-flow designs as
the RenAM 500 series and produces the same high-quality parts,
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Formnext 2021 was attended by more than
600 exhibitors from 36 countries

Stratasys Origin One

faced last year, this year both the number of
exhibitors and visitors in attendance
surpassed our expectations,” explains
Sascha F. Wenzler, Formnext vice president
at organiser Mesago Messe Frankfurt GmbH.
“It has shown once again just how
important Formnext and face-to-face
meetings are for this innovative industry,
which develops technologies at a rapid pace
and is keen to share these with investors,
partners, and customers. It was clear that
Formnext had been eagerly awaited by the
entire industry.”
Among those exhibiting was Huddersfieldbased Wayland Additive that showcased
their metal AM system – Calibur3 – featuring

the NeuBeam process. The NeuBeam
process provides manufacturers with access
to a genuine metal AM production
alternative.
“We prepared our solution for two years.
Formnext was the place to launch it,”
explains business development director Pete
Hansford. He adds: “We continuously had
visitors at our booth who came with a real
purpose and application in mind.”
Alessio Lorusso, CEO & founder of
Roboze from Formnext’s partner country
2021 Italy, was also pleased with his
company’s participation and it has more
visitors than expected, with the quality high.

DIGITAL DAYS

latest technology
but also provides additional flexibility when
changing powders.
Trumpf ( www.bit.ly/3DcdXBw ) took the
opportunity to present a series of new
software, sensor and automation solutions
designed to improve the efficiency of 3D
printing. The firm’s new “TruTops Print”
software developed with ModuleWorks now
combines several data preparation and
planning steps that previously required
multiple different software tools.
Another key focal point for Trumpf was
the new TruPrint 3000 medium-format
machine. Equipped with two 500-watt
lasers, the TruPrint 3000 uses powder-bedbased laser melting to produce parts up to
400mm tall and up to 300mm in diameter.
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For those who were unable to attend
Formnext due to travel restrictions, Formnext
Digital Days took place on 30 November and
1 December, providing the opportunity to
discover the innovations and future
developments online.
In addition to business matchmaking and
a comprehensive directory of AM solution
providers, international attendees enjoyed a
full program including live keynotes, panel
discussions, and interviews.
Formnext Digital Days included an
inspiring and interactive series of
presentations with interesting keynotes,
product presentations and panel
discussions. This included Noah Mostow
(ASTM), Stefan Ritt (Speed3D) and Dakhel
Aldakhil (Saudi Aramco) explaining AM is
advancing the energy, oil and gas industries.
Björn Hannappel, head of sustainability at
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EOS used his presentation entitled “On the
road to Responsible Manufacturing” to show
how AM can make production more
sustainable.
The important issue of process
monitoring in 3D metal printing was also
examined in a further panel discussion with
Tim Marten Wischeropp (Fraunhofer IAPT),
Rainer Lotz (Renishaw), Mirko Bromberger
(Altair).
Materials are also a particularly relevant
topic in additive manufacturing. In his
presentation “Vast Variety of Materials
Produced Additively”, Wei Yen Lim, manager
AM at Arburg, who highlighted the diverse
range of materials that can be processed.
Luis Santos, team leader for the AM
department at Erofio Group and Wolfgang
Lauer, product manager at GE Additive,
showed the benefits of combining AM with
more traditional manufacturing technologies
using the example of a 3D-printed mould
core.
Further key presentations included by
Terry Wohlers (ASTM),
Ralf Anderhofstadt
(Daimler Truck AG), as
well as
representatives from
EOS, Trumpf, GE and
the organization
Women in 3D Printing.
Next year’s
Formnext AM event
will take place in
Frankfurt from 15-18
November 2022.
RenAM 500Q Flex
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The Doosan Lynx 2100LM at
The Advancing Manufacturing
Centre (AMC)

New technology
moves to power growth
Advancing Manufacturing Centre puts trust in Doosan machines; Meddings Group invests in a 5-axis
machine for the first time with the help of XYZ; Aston Martin specialist Ecurie Bertelli makes inaugural
step into CNC machining; plus, products in brief

T

he Advancing Manufacturing Centre
(AMC) at West Highland College UHI in
Fort William opened its doors in
November and will play an important role in
increasing SME manufacturing in Scotland
and as part of the launch it has invested in
the latest machine tools.
The AMC has turned to Mills CNC ( www.
bit.ly/3Eg36rz ) to supply two new, high
performance Doosan machine tools to aid its
unique, innovative and transformative
research, design and manufacturing work.
The machines, a Lynx 2100LMB multitasking lathe and a flexible DEM 4000
vertical machining centre, were delivered to,
and installed at, the AMC in September and
October 2021 respectively, in time for the
centre’s official opening on 15 November.
They form part of an array of advanced
manufacturing technologies and equipment
the Centre now has at its disposal.
The AMC is part of the national ‘Advancing
Manufacturing Challenge Fund’ (AMCF) – an
economic growth and regeneration
partnership between the Scottish
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Government, Scottish Enterprise, and
Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and is also
part funded by the 2014 - 2020 European
Structural & Investment Fund.
The overarching aim of AMCF funded
projects is that they have a direct and
measurable impact on increasing the
manufacturing capacities, capabilities and
competitiveness of SMEs within Scotland,
and of becoming recognised agents of change
and best practice: transforming, exponentially
where possible, national and regional skill
and productivity levels.
To achieve the aims of the centre, through
its £1.6m funding, will help stimulate and
improve the performance of SMEs by
providing them with direct access to
advanced manufacturing technologies and
expertise - at zero cost to their businesses.
AMC project manager Margaret Weir says:
“Providing existing and new companies with a
risk-free ‘sandpit environment’ where they are
able to fully explore and understand specific
manufacturing issues and challenges, they
are confronting and, as a result, be able to

then design and develop innovative solutions
using freely available advanced manufacturing
technologies at the Centre, is a real business
benefit.”
It is also anticipated that the centre,
through its successes, will also be
instrumental in helping promote STEM
subjects and careers within schools and
colleges resulting, over time, in the
establishment of a skilled STEM workforce
aligned with local and regional business
needs.
The two new Doosan machines supplied to
the AMC share pride of place with a range of
advanced manufacturing technologies and
equipment that include advanced machine
tools, additive Manufacturing (AM), 3D
printing and laser scanning equipment,
automation and robotic systems, Festo
Didactic ‘Smart Factory and Industry 4.0’
integrated hardware and software training
systems and solutions and advanced
CADCAM software.
The Lynx 2100LMB is an 8-inch chuck
multi-tasking lathe equipped with a
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MACHINING CENTRES FIRST FORAYS

15kW/4500rpm spindle, driven tooling
capabilities (3.7kW/6,000rpm), a tailstock
(to machine longer parts), and the advanced
Doosan Fanuc 0iTF control with the 15-inch
touchscreen iHMI.
The lathe has a maximum turning
diameter of 310mm and turning length of
510mm and was also supplied with a CNC
bar puller enabling it to machine components
in larger batches from bar stock.
The DEM 4000 is a compact, fast and
versatile 3-axis machining centre equipped
with a 5.5kW/8,000rpm spindle, a 20 station
ATC and the latest Fanuc 0iMF control. The
machine also features a 650mm x 400mm
worktable with 400kg maximum table load
and boasts 24m/min rapids on its
three axes.

drill designs being launched at the MACH
2022 exhibition, as well as expansion of the
Meddings Thermalec range which will help
open up new markets.”
To meet increased machining
requirements Meddings Group has
undertaken a major investment program,
spending over £1.4m in the past 12 months
on capital equipment and facilities to
enhance its machining and fabrication
capabilities, the latest is an XYZ UMC-5X
5-axis machining centre.
“We recognise that market opportunities
for our machining activities will in future be
driven by the ability to have greater flexibility
and efficiency in machining parts and five-axis
will be key to that. The potential for
five-axis machining is huge, with
the ability to turn round jobs
5-AXIS MOVE
“Market opportunities faster, reduce set-ups, and
Meddings Group can
improve lead times on
will in future be driven
trace its roots back to
components that are
the late 1930’s when
becoming ever more
by the ability to have
the current chairman’s
complex and in higher
greater flexibility and
grandfather started the
volumes,” says Dibbens.
business and, it was in
Initially the focus of the
efficiency in machining
1941 that the first
XYZ UMC-5X will be on
parts”
Meddings Pillar drill was
Meddings own products with
developed, a product,
the new developments of the
although greatly updated,
Meddings drills and Meddings Thermalec
remains central to activities, with
heaters benefitting from the capability of
customers around the world.
simultaneous 5-axis machining, such as the
Based in Devon, the firm has constantly
new design of pool heater vessel, which at
expanded and acquired the swimming pool
over 100 kg in weight reducing set-ups it’s a
heating manufacturer Thermalec, along with
major advantage. Another product machined
extensive subcontract machining and
on the XYZ UMC-5X has also seen dramatic
fabrication capabilities, as well as an
reductions in cycle times with one-hit
industrial supplies division. Central to growth
machining cutting the original cycle time of
is the relationship with XYZ Machine Tools
15 hours down to 7.5 hours.
( www.bit.ly/3rmUM5P ) – located a few miles
Dibbens says: “Our ongoing investment
up the road.
program will allow us to continue our product
Managing director Mark Dibbens says:
development plan alongside gaining the
“For the past three years, and the past 12
versatility and flexibility in our
months in particular, the focus of the
machining capacity to meet the needs
Meddings Group has been one of looking
of not just our own internal production,
outwards, to develop its existing markets, not but also meet the needs of our
only for its drills and heaters, but also
external sub-contract customers.”
subcontract work, supplying customers
The choice of XYZ for this move to
across many industries including marine,
five-axis machining was
telecoms, electronics and oil & gas,
Above right: Meddings Group
automotive, and with AS9100 approval
managing director Mark Dibbens
underway.
(left) with engineering manager
“We have reshored all manufacturing of
Colin Richards at the new XYZ
the Meddings Drills and Meddings Thermalec UMC-5X
Right:The new Haas TM-2P
products. Product development will see new
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straightforward for Dibbens and his
engineering team, as they have a
longstanding relationship with XYZ. Their
machinery fleet also includes an XYZ 2010
vertical machining centre, a high speed XYZ
1060 HS with 4thaxis capability, XYZ CT 65
LTY and TC 320 LTY Y-axis turning centres
and the most recent addition to its turning
capacity the new CT 65 HD with barfeed.

CNC TIME
The first foray into CNC machining is always a
big moment and something that must be
done right. Ecurie Bertelli – a pre-war Aston
Martin specialist – has invested in a Haas
( www.bit.ly/3pkfPTJ ) TM-2P Toolroom Mill as
part of their first move.
The company, based in Olney,
Buckinghamshire, traces its roots back to
Morntane Engineering, founded by Pink Floyd
drummer Nick Mason, a man with a great
passion for these iconic cars. The team has
specialised in this area throughout its 45-year
history. Ecurie are considered the experts in
pre-war Aston Martin motor car sales, care,
repair, restoration, conservation, and race
event support worldwide.
Most replacement parts were historically
manufactured on-site, using manual mills and
lathes, but the
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machines’ limitations on tolerances meant
that some components had to be
outsourced.
Managing director Robert Blakemore
explains he decided to make a change. He
contacted Haas, who organised a visit by
their local salesman. “Haas assessed the
type of work we were doing and
recommended a TM-2P Toolroom Mill.” The
TM-2P has a 7.5 hp, 6,000 rpm spindle and
10 pocket carousel-style tool changer.
He adds: “The transition from manual to
CNC has been a very successful one. It has
been a great challenge for us, but Haas has
supported us very well. The speed in which
we make parts has improved, as has the
repeatability. Our work is typically small

The new Doosan BVM 5700
batches, but we will repeat them year after
year, so repeatability over time is key.
Ecurie’s investment will pay us back over and
again.”
Simon Boreham joined as an apprentice
and is now an engineer. “By machining our
parts on the Haas TM-2P we don’t have to
fettle them anymore as the accuracy is so
much improved. The programming seemed a
steep learning curve, but after the training

with Haas, we were quickly cutting parts.
“They helped us get the hang of the
Autodesk CADCAM system and the layout of
the Haas control is very clear; it takes you
straight to the tool offsets and shows you
what to do.”
The team has a comprehensive archive of
2D hand drawings from the 1930s, from
which they make CAD models. “Now, we load
up a program from file and make a part. But,
of course, we’re still learning, and if we have
an issue, there is always someone at Haas
on the end of the phone to help, or they
come down to see us if we need it.”
Blakemore says the Haas machine and
brand is something the firm can grow with
and one that will support it for many years to
come and offers the right tools for the job. ■

Machining centres products in brief
■ Mills CNC has introduced a new, highly rigid, thermally stable and
high precision bridge-style vertical machining centre into the market.
The new Doosan BVM 5700 is a premium machine that
the company says owing to its rigid design and build, “delivers
exceptional accuracies, greater flexibility, unrivalled machining
performance and best-in-class process reliability” with the machine’s
stability the foundation for its performance. ( www.bit.ly/3daARyw )
■ Mitsui Seiki has launched the PJ812 CNC vertical machining
centre. The ‘J’ represents ‘Jig’, which is ideal to machine critical
medical, optical, electric vehicle, mould and die, and aerospace
parts.
The PJ812 offers travels X-1200mm, Y-800mm, Z-500mm. Max
work size is 1200mm x 800mm. Table load accommodates 1500kg.
The VMC provides positioning accuracy and repeatability of +/- 1µm.
Mitsui Seiki machines are distributed in the UK by Kyal Machine
Tools in Market Harborough. ( www.bit.ly/3IaNaJr )
■ The Engineering Technology Group (ETG) says it has “risen the
bar” on cost-effective machining centres with the arrival of the new
3-axis Vulcan VMC650B.
Part of the new Vulcan brand launched earlier in 2020, the
VMC650B is the smallest machine in a line of machines that are
built-upon a box way design that has been optimised with Finite
Element Analysis to deliver high levels of rigidity and performance.
( www.bit.ly/3xG8UZ4 )
■ The Engineering Technology Group (ETG) has launched the new
ChironDZ 28 with a spindle clearance of 1200mm which was
unveiled to the world at the recent EMO exhibition in Milan.
The machine has been introduced to meet the changes in the
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manufacturing processes in the
automotive industry and the
altered market conditions in
aerospace that are putting new,
Brother
bigger demands on machining
Speedio W1000Xd1
technology. The twin-spindle
machining centre is offered as the DZ 28 P 5-axis variant with pallet
changer for high quantities and short cycle times, and the DZ 28S
5-axis for direct loading. ( www.bit.ly/31h90Ks )
■ Japanese machine tool manufacturer Makino has introduced a
new, 5-axis, horizontal-spindle machining centre (HMC), which made
its debut at EMO in Milan.
Productivity on a 5-axis machine is sometimes lower than on
a 4-axis model, but not with the a800Z, according to sole UK and
Ireland agent NCMT. The standard 10,000 rpm BT50 (HSK-A100
optional) spindle takes just 2.7 seconds to reach maximum speed
and is rated at 55 kW (25% DC), 27 kW (continuous), while torque is
721 Nm (10% DC), 305 Nm (continuous). ( www.bit.ly/31mDqe8 )
■ Launched in October 2021 by Brother at the EMO exhibition in
Milan, the new Speedio W1000Xd1 30-taper, vertical machining
centre has a one-metre X-axis, like the S1000X1 model that it
supersedes.
There are differences, according to sales and service agent in the
UK and Ireland, Whitehouse Machine Tools. The new machine has
been fitted with low inertia motors and incorporates CAE-optimised
castings to minimise the weight of the main machine structure and
improve its rigidity. To maximise safety, a wall has been installed
behind the robot to ensure that no laser light can escape during
welding. ( www.bit.ly/3oG4o9W )
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Yorkshire
Laser EML-AJ

Efficiency is
the name of the game
Yorkshire Laser & Fabrication makes major machinery investment; KMT acquires new equipment to
improve fabrication capabilities; Trump’s new automated laser welding machine, plus, news in brief

S

ubcontractor fabrication firm Yorkshire
Laser & Fabrication (YLF) specialises
in fine-limit CNC sheet metalwork, has
invested £2.2m in the latest Amada ( www.bit.
ly/3I22GaA ) machinery to help increase
throughput and quality.
Over the last two years, the Wakefieldbased company has had new machines
installed including an Amada ENSIS 6kW fibre
laser with ASLUL-3015 automation tower, an
Amada EML-2515AJ punch/fibre laser
combination machine with RMP-NTK
automation, and an Amada HG-1003-ATC
automatic tool changing press brake. The
company also uses a range of Amada
software suites, thus completing its transition
to an all-Amada shop.
Continuous growth has seen the company
relocate twice on its journey to reaching
annual turnover of £4.4m. YLF’s most recent
move, to 36,000 square foot premises in
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2017, was the catalyst for a change in
strategy, operations and technology.
“Immediately we had the opportunity to
introduce more handling equipment and
create a better plant layout – with options to
run lights-out when needed – which had a big
impact on efficiency,” explains Matthew
Orford, technical director at YLF and son of
the company’s founder.
YLF, which carries ISO9001 and
ISO14001 accreditations, previously operated
machines by a variety of different suppliers,
but now has an all-Amada fleet of machinery.
“We’ve used a few Amada press brakes
and punching machines over the years and
always found them to be highly reliable,” says
Orford. “However, a laser is significantly more
expensive than a press brake or punching
machine, so we were taking it on faith that
the Amada laser would be more reliable than
lasers we’d had in the past from multiple

other manufacturers.”
Seeking more uptime from its laser cutting
capacity, the Amada ENSIS-3015AJ 6kW fibre
laser with ASLUL-3015 automation tower
arrived in 2020.
Around 70% of the parts processes are
under 3mm thick, so for this reason, the
Amada ENSIS 6kW allowed the company to
replace two 4kW CO2 lasers. However, while
this strategy worked well for a year or so,
demand kept on rising.
“Sales have been really strong this year,
to the point where we started to outsource
some of our laser cutting,” says Orford. “I
didn’t want to install another laser and keep
running an old punch. It made more sense to
gain the flexibility available from a punch/
laser combination machine, so we bought the
EML.”
The fully-electric Amada EML-2515AJ
combination punch/fibre Laser with RMP-NTK
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automation arrived at YLF in May last year.
Orford continues: “We have lots of parts
with louvres, forms and countersinks, and we
can process these much faster than on our
previous punching machine, which has now
gone. The EML has demolished our cycle
times.
“Batches of parts we were previously
punching in 40 hours now take 10-12 hours.
And the quality of the finish – from what was
a very good machine before in the Amada
Vipros King – is like night and day. We also
have automatic part picking [from the metal
skeleton], which we use a lot, particularly on
nights. Parts end up on a pallet ready for the
next operation. We’ve had the EML for a few
months and it’s really starting to sing now.”
Supplementing the company’s punching
and profiling operations is investment in a
new AmadaHG1003-ATC automatic tool
changing press brake.
“We’ve got two Amada HD press brakes
that have been absolutely bulletproof – they
are fast, accurate and quick to set up,” says
Orford. “However, ultimately, we are loading
tools by hand, which is why we wanted to add
the HG1003-ATC. As it can do a full tool
change in under 90 seconds, the new press

brake has absolutely annihilated our cycle
times for multiple set-up work. Jobs that
needed 4-6 hours to fold previously now
take just 2½ hours. AMADA helped us to
select the best mix of tools for our
requirements.”

LIGHTS OUT
Thanks to their automated features, the
Amada HG-ATC, ENSIS and EML machines
run 24 hours a day, five days a week,
ensuring the fast turnaround of parts. Further
services provided include welding, finishing
and assembly, as well as CADCAM design
and development.
Sheet metal enclosures are a big part of
business, typically for sectors such as
telecommunication, power generation,
petrochemical and air conditioning, but also
retail, leisure, furniture, food, architecture,
medical, lighting, automotive and aerospace.
The company also relies on its feature-rich
operating software that is also by Amada and
Orford notes he is a big believer in OEM
software to drive OEM machines.
He adds: “We’ve had third-party software
in the past and if there’s an issue the
software supplier and machine supplier point

YLS now has an
all-Amada fleet of machines
fingers at one another. It’s just one more
reason why we wanted to become an Amada
shop. Today we push all our jobs through
Amada software, which has simplified
operations.”
YLF has multiple seats of Amada VPSS3i
Blank software and Amada VPSS3i Bend
software, and recently installed Amada
V-factory monitoring software to help it adopt
an Industry 4.0 mind-set.
“We use V-factory to monitor our press
brakes and two profiling machines,” explains
Orford. “It is early days and we’re only
monitoring uptime at present, although we’ve
just installed the module that allows remote
connection for operation offsite by Amada.
We’ve gone through it in detail and know
V-factory will be an extremely useful addition
to our operation.”
YLF’s ongoing programme of investment is

Trumpf launches entry-level machine for automated laser welding
Trumpf ( www.bit.ly/3lk50zV ) unveiled the new TruLaser Weld 1000
machine at the Blechexpo trade show in October that aims to help
sheet-metal fabricators make the jump into automated laser welding.
Many companies in this sector still rely on manual welding, which
the company says is both costly and time-consuming – especially in
high wage countries such as Germany. The alternative is automated
laser welding, but today’s systems tend to be large, expensive and
complex to operate. Companies need low-cost solutions to get a
foothold in this business – but these are few and far between.
“The TruLaser Weld 1000 from Trumpf fills a gap in the welding
market. For the first time, it enables smaller companies to enjoy
the benefits of automated laser welding, so they can boost
the productivity of their production processes and gain a real
competitive edge,” says product manager Martin Geiger.
The new system is particularly suitable for job shops that weld
products such as electrical cabinets, sheet-metal boxes and covers.
The TruLaser Weld 1000 makes programming quick and easy.
Unlike most commercial systems, it does not require employees
to spend several days attending training courses. Instead, all the
necessary information can be obtained through e-learning. T
The system incorporates a robot whose operation is based on
the concept of a collaborative robot, or cobot. However, its six-axis
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articulated arm enables it to move much faster and more precisely
than a standard cobot, resulting in higher-quality weld seams and
less non-productive time. The operator manually guides the robot
over the seams on the part that need to be welded, pressing a
button to mark the relevant waypoints. The software then creates
the weld program.
“Depending on the part, this style of programming – where you
simply guide the robot along the seam – takes a matter of minutes.
So, it’s also a good choice for small-batch production,” says Geiger.
With its compact format and dimensions of 5,200 x 2,200 x
2,800mm, the system will fit most manufacturing facilities and can
typically be installed and commissioned within a single day
Trumpf says efficiency is a key selling point of the TruLaser
Weld 1000. One example is the way in which the F developers have
divided the work area into two sections with a partition. While the
robot is welding a part on one side of this partition, the operator can
load and unload the machine on the other.
To maximise safety, a wall has been installed behind the robot
to ensure that no laser light can escape during welding. This keeps
employees safe when they are working right next to the robot.
Trumpf has also opted for a three-kilowatt solid-state laser as a
beam source.
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KMT has installed a LVD type Phoenix FL3015 6 kW fibre laser cutting machine

proving pivotal and Orford notes it is vital to
“ensure we can produce parts as well or
better than anyone else”.
He concludes: “A few years ago we were
chasing low-cost work in a big drive to
increase turnover, but we ended up in a race
to the bottom. We changed our strategy and
invested heavily in upskilling everyone on the
shop-floor to NVQ Level III or above, which
helped us move away from pile-it-high, sell-itcheap work.
“Today we focus on more complex work,
using our high-specification machinery to
consistently produce fine-limit parts with
superior surface finish, on the date we
promised and at a competitive price. We
have complete confidence in our Amada
machines to meet these requirements,
because they already do it day-in, day-out.
That’s the real difference with Amada.”

REDUCE LEAD TIMES
Meanwhile, KMT, a leading provider of
bespoke machinery, has made a large
investment in new equipment which will
improve fabrication capabilities while
increasing production capacity.
A new laser cutting machine and press

brake will allow the business to reduce lead
times for its customers on all engineering
projects, as well as offer a new standalone
laser cutting service.
The new machines include a LVD ( www.
bit.ly/3cXP6Xl ) type PPEB320/30 press brake
with a 3200 kN x 3 m capacity, designed to
bend large metal sheets and plates of
increased thickness.
KMT has also installed a LVD type
Phoenix FL-3015 6 kW fibre laser cutting
machine for producing complex fabrications
within reduced timeframes. Together they
can precision cut 25mm Steel, 30mm
stainless steel and 30mm aluminium sheets
up to three metres long.
Associate sales director Neil Harrison
says: “As a bespoke engineering business,
our capabilities are related to the equipment
we operate. To further support our customers
across multiple industries, we have invested
in new machine capacity at our Cheadle
facility in Staffordshire. Together they can
precision cut 25mm steel, 30mm stainless
steel and 30mm aluminium sheets up to 3
metres long.
“Outsourced laser cutting work will now be
brought in-house, reducing fabrication times.

We will be able to work with more varied
materials thanks to our new press brake.
Both machines will reduce lead times, directly
benefitting customer projects. We will also be
able to offer laser cutting services as an
extension to our business whilst helping
others reduce their lead times as current
market capacity is in high demand.
“Our customers can now book laser
cutting work independently from our other
services. We can handle materials of larger
size and thickness than ever before, ensuring
that we can meet your fabrication needs.”
As well as reducing lead times, the
machines will increase the scale of projects
that can be serviced by KMT. The business is
already a leading solutions provider to the
rail, manufacturing, automotive and
construction sectors – working closely with
leading OEMs to maximise their production
efficiency with bespoke equipment and 24/7
on-site maintenance support.
“This is one of our largest machinery
investments to date. By bringing more
processes in-house, not only can we offer
more capabilities on reduced lead times, we
can maximise the resilience of our services
and supply chain.
“Offering our customers, a truly turnkey
bespoke engineering service has always been
a cornerstone of KMT. These new machines
will allow us to further strengthen this
complete in-house approach,” Harrison
concludes. ■
Trumpf TruLaser Weld 1000
(picture credit Trumpf)

Punch, profile, bend, form news in brief
■ HV Wooding, a supplier of specialist metal components has
taken delivery of a new Trumpf TruLaser 3030 laser cutting
machine from Trumpf that it says could deliver up to £1m of new
sales. ( www.bit.ly/31abASD )
■ At the recent Blechexpo fair Trumpf unveiled its ‘EdgeLine
Bevel’ solution which automatically prepares parts for welding
during the cutting process. ( www.bit.ly/3o4cxop )
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■ Despite the coronavirus pandemic spanning its complete
financial year from July 2020 to June 2021, Trumpf – says it
considers the “outcome successful”. ( www.bit.ly/3nYZbtv )
■ Rotherham-based contract manufacturing specialists MTL
Advanced has invested £2m in new capital equipment to meet
the demands of a series of new high-profile contract wins for the
defence and construction industries. ( www.bit.ly/3o3Ckx9 )
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CLEANING & DEGREASING SOARING DEMAND

Jason Hartland-Griffiths, machine
shop operative, using the MecWash
Maxi component cleaning system at
Grainger & Worrall

Global bounce back
fuels need for machines
MecWash Systems bounces back in 2021; Ecoclean UK moves into a
new premises to drive growth; and Guyson International seeing export
success in China and mainland Southeast Asia

C

leaning and degreasing specialist
MecWash Systems ( www.bit.
ly/3Ib7EC3 ) reports that after Covid-19
enforced a “somewhat subdued
performance” in 2020, 2021 proved to be an
extremely busy year for the company.
The firm explains that sales have bounced
back with many orders from high-profile
customers all over the UK and in North
America.
MecWash has seen a substantial increase
in demand from sectors such as hydraulics
(Husco and Hydraforce), automotive (Grainger
& Worrall) and the medical sector (Croom
Engineering – a key player in the orthopedic
implant field who have ordered another
machine). The company notes the only sector
which remains relatively quiet has been
aerospace.
2021 saw MecWash continue to grow its
global presence – and it says business is
steadily increasing in North America where its
representative works with distributors to
develop the market and provide technical
support.
Sales are also rising in the China
marketplace, where both the firm’s dedicated
representative and distributor are working

together to increase presence in the market,
marketing both to firms with western
connections, but also to domestic
manufacturers.
In 2021 the MecWash product portfolio
was expanded with the launch of a the new
Aqua-Save Ultra, a new wastewater treatment
system that reduces disposal costs by up to
95%. The new high capacity Aqua-Save Ultra
can process up to 30 litres an hour of
wastewater from manufacturing processes.
This product complements the smaller
Aqua-Save Junior system, which processes
up to 15 litres per hour. The Aqua-Save range
has been developed for the treatment and
recycling of industrial wastewater, including
wash water from parts cleaning equipment,
coolant and dye penetrant, reducing the need
for expensive off-site treatment and disposal.
MecWash explains it is continuing the
development of our core wash systems and it
hopes to be bringing out a new machine in
time for MACH 2022 in April at the
Birmingham NEC.
Managing director John Pattison explains:
“For the past 28 years, MecWash has
established a global reputation as a leading
manufacturer of high-quality aqueous cleaning

Ecoclean UK’s new premises in Alcester offers
more space for even better support and more extensive testing options
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machines, coupled with extensive experience
of formulating wash chemicals that meet the
needs of our clients around the world. This
includes using our in-house laboratory to
develop and provide bespoke detergents
used in the washing process.
“Our customers have no room for
inefficient or ineffective washing systems.
They have to ensure the highest possible
cleanliness standards are reached. The
renewed demand for our machines
demonstrates that even in these difficult
times, high quality is critical to blue-chip
manufacturers.”
The company is now looking forward to
2022 and has lofty ambitions and is targeting
a strong 12 months, which it says will open
with a “solid order book”.
At MACH 2022 in April, MecWash is on
stand 18-114 where it will show off some of
its aqueous cleaning and degreasing
machines in action.

PREMISES MOVE
Meanwhile, Ecoclean UK ( www.bit.ly/3EiTn3V )
has moved into a new premises in Alcester,
Warwickshire, giving the company more space
for better support and extensive testing
options.
Matthew Cooper, who has been heading
the UK branch of the supplier of machinery
and services for industrial parts cleaning,
precision parts cleaning, deburring and
surface treatment since 2013, explains the
new location is in convenient reach from all
over the UK and Ireland.
On an area of 2,000 square foot, the new
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Guyson International
Microsolve 450-2C
premises house a showroom, service
department and test facilities. Close to the
new premises a variety of other major
suppliers for different industries are located.
The test centre with associated technical
support is available for cleaning tests. Trials
can be carried out in different wet-chemical
cleaning technologies at no cost, using
authentic contaminated parts off the
customer’s production line.
For cleaning tests with water-based media
such as neutral, alkaline and acidic
formulation an EcoCcube and EcoCwave are
available. The spray cleaning machine
EcoCcube is designed for the effective
aqueous cleaning of workpieces with different
geometries in two- stage processes (cleaning,
rinsing and filtration) with hot air drying.
The very compact dimensions of the
machine meet the demand for more efficient
cleaning technology when space is limited.
This also makes it ideal for use as a local cell
or stand-alone solution for intermediate
cleaning, as well as for simpler cleaning
tasks.
The spray flood cleaning system EcoCwave
is equipped with three tanks and a vacuumtight work chamber. It is capable to handle
any cleaning task from preliminary and
intermediate cleaning up to precision
cleaning. The use of upright cylindrical flood
tanks, developed for fine cleaning
applications, ensure optimised fluid
management, a high flexibility and improved
process quality. A combination of hot-air and
vacuum drying enables 100% dry parts.
Tests for solvent-based cleaning
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processes can be
carried out using a
future-oriented
EcoCcore with polar
solvents. It can also be used with nonhalogenated hydrocarbons. Cleaning and
drying take place under full vacuum.
With these diverse options for carrying out
cleaning tests, Ecoclean UK covers a very
wide range of degreasing and cleaning tasks
in all industrial sectors, as well as in
remanufacturing.
“It was also important for us to offer state
of the art testing facilities for the specific
requirements in medical engineering, which
we have succeeded in doing thanks to the
machine equipment in the test center,” adds
Cooper.

EXPORT SUCCESS
Industrial finishing equipment manufacturer
Guyson International ( www.bit.ly/2ZOP7dq ) is
experiencing unprecedented export success
in China and mainland Southeast Asia with
its ‘Kerry’ brand Microsolve Mono and CoSolvent ‘vapour cleaning’ systems.
Typically, these systems are used to clean
medium to high volume PCB assemblies,
such as insulated-gate bipolar transistor
(IGBT) power module packaging for electric
vehicles (EV), produced by local indigenous
manufacturers as well as by subsidiaries of
Western-owned companies.
The company says that this export growth
is “not a coincidence” and a significant part
of this has to do with Guyson’s Shanghaibased China team, who even during a
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troubled 2020 and 2021, have continued to
attend and exhibit at a series of nationwide
electronics seminars with the support from
Guyson’s Malaysian staff.
These regional sales efforts have also
been supported by an updated Chinese
language website that highlights the wide
range of cleaning and finishing products
available from Guyson.
Microsolve Co-Solvent systems achieve
cleanliness standards to specifications
including BS, IPC [Institute for Printed
Circuits], ESA [European
Space Agency] and MIL
SPEC. The Co-Solvent
process defluxes all types
of PCBs, assembled and
reworked, removes noclean solder flux residues
and eliminates the white
deposits associated with
traditional single solvent
and water-based detergent
processes.
Guyson notes there are increasing
concerns over the environment and personal
health with the current global climate change
issue, leading to an increased demand for
the Co-Solvent cleaning process. The CoSolvent process replaces all VOC solvents
(volatile organic compounds) which impact
global warming and are also classified as
CMRs (carcinogens, mutagens & reproductive
toxins).
Furthermore, Guyson says Microsolve
owners enjoy low, predictable running costs,
thanks to intelligent machine design - a highly
efficient reflux cooling system, a vapour
break, and a deep freeboard zone all cut OEL
(Occupational Exposure Limits) for operators
while minimising costly solvent loss. With an
optional automatic HFE (hydrofluoroether)
top-up system, you can log the rate of solvent
usage. In a 7-day test of a high capacity cosolvent unit, the device showed a total
consumption of only 2.4 litres. A typical HFE
solvent use per week for PCB cleaning
customers is less than 2%, and the solvating
solution is typically changed every four to six
months.
Automation of the cleaning process also
reduces operating costs by ensuring
consistently high quality, reducing reject rates
and increasing throughput. Both Mono and
Co-Solvent Microsolve achieve this.
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GARDNER
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Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
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✔ CNC Training on all CNC controls
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• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets
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For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

www.machineryclassified.co.uk

• Turning
To advertise here please call

Sarah Knight
on 01322 221144

• Additive manufacturing
• Waterjet cutting

NEED ACCESS TO A

GDPR COMPLIANT
EMAIL DISTRIBUTION LIST?

CONTACT US ON

01322 221144

• Workholding, accessories, barfeeds
• CADCAM & production IT
• Metrology
• Subcontracting
• Motorsport

of spindle components.

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace
industry as a company it can trust, a company
it can do business with.

Tel: 024 7663 7771
Email: sales@spindleservices.co.uk
Web: www.spindleservices.co.uk

We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE:
Sarah Knight on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: sarah.knight@markallengroup.com
k out more.
or vist www.subdrilling.co.uk to find
Call 01442 205960

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
Deep Hole Drilling
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling
Subcon Drilling Ltd
Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,
Eastman Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire,
HP2 7FW

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

Spares and repairs
Join the Launch Party!
You can find all our launch offers at
- searchCNC
forTurning
Ganro.
EDM www.cncrotaryshop.com
Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing
CNCROTARY.COM European Distributers of Ganro.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

Tel: 0800 061 9000 Fax: 0800 061 9001
sales@cncrotary.com
www.cncrotary.com

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
metrology
Web:
www.technovaprecision.com
We’re precise . . . 92%
Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect finish.
and materials

Measuring Equipment

testingHone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk
equipment

Springs

Surface Finishing

Wanted Machine Tools

Alpha Springs are experts in the
manufacture of a wide range of metal
springs and spring related products

FISSO

• Expert design services
• Quality mass production
• Hand skills for low volume orders
• Competitive pricing
• Outstanding customer service
No it’s not.

Swiss Made

Dial Gauges
& DTI’s

FM 38790

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
Gauging Arms
& Bases

But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment!
CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
www.mapra.co.uk
Working from drawings, samples or designing

E: info@mapra.co.uk T: 020 8508
4207
Engineering

Equipment. Call us today to turn your used
machines
and old equipment
springs
for new products,
we produce:into cash.
Compression springs
*07752 569191*

To advertise here please call
Tension springs
*Quality Used Machine
Tools*
Torsion springs
James Creber on 01322 221144
Car Springs
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
Subcontract Services

START
GROWING
YOUR
BUSINESS
NOW

01763 274909
info@alphasprings.co.uk
www.alphasprings.co.uk

Subcontract Services
A division of

For over 35 years,
MA Knowledge has
been supplying the
engineering and
manufacturing industry
with high quality, targeted
business leads

✓

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

100%

✔ Data rental
✔ Data multi
use licences
COMPLIAN
T
✔ Email marketing
✔ Direct mail
✔ Telemarketing
✔ Lead generation
✔ Sales prospecting
✔ Data audits/ cleaning

GDPR

Contact: James Creber on 01322 221144
or james.creber@markallengroup.com

www.ma-knowledge.com

To advertise here
please call

Sarah Knight
on 01322 221144
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his month in January 1997, our comment piece discusses how
‘style is substance’ and marketing values of consumer goods
are being reflected more and more in the machine tool
industry. In terms of appearance, it is now well established that
machine tools must not just perform well, they must also look good
on the shop-floor. People expect industrial goods to look “better than
they ever did” and their appearance has improved “beyond all over
recognition” over the last 20 years and part and parcel of this
“aesthetic revolution” has been an increased fastidiousness on the
part of the customer.
In news, machine tools industry chiefs have blasted the “fainthearted” UK Budget revealed by the Chancellor Kenneth Clarke.
They noted there was nothing to stimulate investment in
manufacturing, was a shot-term political Budget which did nothing
to address the problems of manufacturers, and there was little to
benefit and drive UK manufacturing in general.
As for other news, Gildermeister bids for the assets of troubled
German machine tool manufacturer Traub but other non-German
companies are interested in acquiring the firm; research
undertaken during the Computers in Manufacturing (CIM)
show at the Birmingham NEC found industry will invest
more than £3.1bn in information technology in
1997; and RK International has sourced its own
range of ram-type milling machines which are
being marketing under the Europa Centurion
brand name.
In other headlines, Hydrafeed, the
Milton Keynes manufacturer of CNC bar
feeds has received an order for 96
Multifeed 3-80 short magazine CNC bar
feeds from its American agent LEXAIR;
while XYZ Machine Tools is appointed
distributor of Prototrak control systems
throughout Europe and has opened its
Boerge Ousland,
from Norway,
becomes the first
person to cross
Antarctica alone
and unaided

new sales and service centre in Nuneaton.
Our lead feature looks at Machine Tool Selector, a CD ROMbased database launched. We hail it as a ‘revolution in machine
tool selection’ and will speed up the often-laborious process of
selecting and buying the right machine tool by allowing the buyer to
‘walk the full length of the counter’ without leaving his desk.
In features, we have a special report from the 18th JIMTOF
machine tool fair, which was held in Tokyo and we find there was a
real taste of the 21st century in terms of speed, productivity and
ground-breaking technology. Among machines on show were the
HexaM, a new parallel mechanism milling machine developed by
Toyoda Machine Works, Toyota Motor and Toyota central laboratory,
while Hitachi presented two new parallel mechanism machines.
During the past century we note, electrical machining processes
have slowly taken over traditional roles of metalcutting techniques.
In this issue, our technology in focus is EDM milling that uses a
plain rotating electrode and at first, we note it may seem an
unpromising alternative, but the process is progressing well.
Indeed, Swiss EDM specialist Charmilles Technologies has built 20
machines with a number installed with potential users, where they
are being tested for specific, but undisclosed, applications.
We also investigate how vastly improved business performance
and a new ethic of teamwork, combined with respect for the
individual, are just two of the benefits brought to the aviation
division of Dunlop Limited through cellular manufacturing.
In a special feature, we pick out the recent developments of
machine tool attachments – which spans a wide variety of
equipment including indexers, spindle speeders, multi-heads, tool
detection, pallet pools and loading equipment with increased
machine productivity or capability the aims.
Also in this issue, in a new series called The Last Word, we talk
to Clive Bamforth, chairman of Machine Tool Services (Sussex),
about how business his and how a close relationship with his old
company has helped his present business to grow. ■
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In the Australian Open
tennis grand slam, Pete
Sampras wins the men’s
title, and Martina Hingis
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Style is substance; machine tools industry chiefs blast Budget; RK International
sources its own range of ram-type milling machines; and XYZ Machine Tools
appointed distributor of Prototrak control systems

SEE YOU ONLINE!

27-28 APRIL 2022

BACK FOR 2022! THE VIRTUAL EVENT FOR THE
ENGINEERING DESIGN SECTOR

Stay up-to-date with all the opportunities and challenges
facing the sector through inspirational keynotes, case study
led presentations and interactive panel sessions.
Browse the latest cutting-edge technology, projects and
innovations spanning the length and breadth of UK engineering.
The best part... you can join us wherever you are and it’s
all free to attend.

Interested in exhibiting?
Head to the website to find out more about our
virtual booths and sponsorship opportunities.

WWW.RECONNECT.ENGINEERINGDESIGNSHOW.CO.UK
@EngDesignShow • #EDSReconnect

EngineeringDesignShow

Ultimate. Universal.
Titanbearbeitung
ULTIMATIV,
UNIVERSELL,
in
ULTRASCHNELL!
Perfektion
Ultra-quick.
The neue
MonsterMill
Die
New SilverLine
Silverline
TCR – damit
––
Standzeit und
Prozesssicherheit
weil
Now
gut
even
noch
better!
besser
stimmen
geht!

Mehr Infos unter:
ForMehr
more
Infos
information:
unter:

cuttingtools.ceratizit.com

cutting.tools/de/silverline
cutting.tools/en/silverline

TEAM CUTTING TOOLS
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auf Zerspanungswerkzeuge
in cutting
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hard
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material
solutions.

Tooling the Future
www.ceratizit.com

